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Abstract

Abstract

Mammals have two major types of sensory neurons in the retina: rods, specialized
for vision in dim-light, and cones for vision in well-lit conditions and the perception
of color. In my thesis, I characterized features of cone photoreceptor subtypes and
the cone-dominated retinae of the tree shrew and the thirteen-lined ground squirrel.
In tree shrew, I described morphological and transcriptomic changes during
development. Compared to mice, the general morphology of the developing retina
was similar. There were subtle differences in the onset of transcription factors and
in the relative timepoints of photoreceptor genesis. The transcriptomic analysis
revealed and onset Wif1-expression after birth, a gene that could potentially
suppress rod development in the tree shrew.
Furthermore, I looked at molecular differences in cone photoreceptor subtypes.
Most mammals have two cone types, namely S- and M-cones. They diverge in their
sensitivity to different wavelengths of light, based on their expression of different
light-sensitive proteins: S-opsin for blue light and M-opsin for green light. Until
now, cones have been classified mostly by the opsin they express. The purpose of
this project was to identify genetic differences in cones and, more specifically, to
find genes that are involved in cone synapse formation. For this study, I used the
thirteen-lined ground squirrel that, in contrast to mouse, is diurnal and has a conedominated retina. The two cone types are morphologically indistinguishable, so I
developed a protocol to dissociate and label live cells with an antibody targeting the
extracellular domain of S-opsin. I then manually collected single cells for nextgeneration sequencing. The analysis of the transcriptome revealed differentially
expressed genes that define cone identity beyond their expression of S- or M-opsins.
I presented immunohistochemical evidence for the applicability of my data and,
additionally, I identified synapse-specific genes in S-cones: Flna and Cadm1. They
are known to play roles in synapse assembly in the brain. In addition, I tested AAVdelivered GFP-expression in the squirrel retina. This laid the groundwork for
functional studies in the ground squirrel.
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Abstract
At last, I looked at differences in mRNA expression in photoreceptors of the
hibernating ground squirrel. Photoreceptors undergo large morphological changes
in this phase. I concluded that the phototransduction machinery is not affected by
hibernation. In addition, I identified differentially expressed genes that may play
roles in the adaptive changes of photoreceptor morphology during hibernation:
Pebp1, Ctnnd1 and Slitrk3.
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Zusammenfassung

Säugetiere haben zwei Haupttypen von sensorischen Neuronen in der Netzhaut:
Stäbchen, die auf das Sehen bei schwachem Licht spezialisiert sind und Zapfen für
das Sehen in gut beleuchteten Zuständen und für die Wahrnehmung von Farbe. In
dieser Arbeit habe ich Eigenschaften der einzelnen Zapfentypen und den
zapfendominierten Retinae des Spitzhörnchens und des DreizehnstreifenHörnchens charakterisiert.
Im Spitzhörnchen habe ich morphologische und transkriptomische Veränderungen
während der Entwicklung analysiert. Im Vergleich zu Mäusen war die Morphologie
der sich entwickelnden Retina ähnlich. Es gab geringe zeitliche Unterschiede in der
Expression von Transkriptionsfaktoren und bei den relativen Zeitpunkten der
Entstehung der Photorezeptoren. Die transkriptomische Analyse zeigte eine starke
Wif1-Expression nach der Geburt. Dieses Gen könnte die Stäbchenentwicklung im
Spitzhörnchen unterdrücken.
Des Weiteren habe ich molekulare Unterschiede in den Zapfentypen untersucht. Die
meisten Säugetiere besitzen zwei Zapfentypen, nämlich S- und M-Zapfen. Sie
unterscheiden sich in ihrer Empfindlichkeit gegenüber verschiedenen Wellenlängen
des Lichts, basierend auf ihrer Expression von verschiedenen lichtempfindlichen
Proteinen: S-Opsin für blaues Licht und M-Opsin für grünes Licht. Bislang wurden
Zapfen meist allein durch das Opsin klassifiziert, das sie exprimieren. Das Ziel
dieses Projekts war es, genetische Unterschiede in Zapfen zu identifizieren und
Gene zu finden, die an der Bildung von Zapfensynapsen beteiligt sind. Für diese
Studie wurde das Dreizehnstreifen-Hörnchen untersucht, das im Gegensatz zur
Maus tagaktiv ist und über eine zapfendominierte Retina verfügt. Die beiden
Zapfentypen sind morphologisch nicht unterscheidbar, deswegen habe ich ein
Protokoll entwickelt, um lebende Zellen zu dissoziieren und mit einem Antikörper
zu markieren, der an die extrazelluläre Domäne von S-Opsin bindet. Anschließend
habe ich manuell einzelne Zellen für die RNA-Sequenzierung isoliert. Die Analyse
zeigte differenziell exprimierte Gene, welche die unterschiedliche Identität der Sund

M-Zapfen

definieren.

Immunhistochemische

Belege

zeigten

die
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Zusammenfassung
Anwendbarkeit meiner Daten. Des Weiteren habe ich Synapsen-spezifische Gene
in S-Zapfen identifiziert: Flna und Cadm1. Von denen ist bekannt, dass sie bei der
Synapsenbildung im Gehirn eine Rolle spielen. Zusätzlich habe ich die AAVtransduzierte GFP-Expression in der Retina des Dreizehnstreifen-Hörnchens
getestet. Damit wurde der Grundstein für funktionelle Untersuchungen in diesem
Modell gelegt.
Abschließend habe ich Unterschiede in der mRNA-Expression in Photorezeptoren
des

Dreizehnstreifen-Hörnchens

während

des

Winterschlafs

untersucht.

Photorezeptoren zeigen große morphologische Veränderungen in dieser Phase. Ich
kam zu dem Schluss, dass die Expression von Phototransduktionsgenen nicht durch
den Winterschlaf beeinflusst wurde. Zudem habe ich differentiell exprimierte Gene
identifiziert, die bei den adaptiven Veränderungen der Photorezeptormorphologie
während des Winterschlafs eine Rolle spielen könnten: Pebp1, Ctnnd1 und Slitrk3.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The mammalian retina
The retina is the neural tissue at the back of the eye that signals to the brain in
response to light (figure 1). The cell bodies of the retinal neurons are organized in
three layers (Dowling, 1987): the outer nuclear layer (ONL), the inner nuclear layer
(INL), and the ganglion cell layer (GCL). In between these nuclear layers are two
synaptic layers: the outer and the inner plexiform layer (OPL, IPL).

Figure 1 Structure of the mammalian retina. A drawing by Santiago Ramon
y Cajal (1900). 1. Inner and outer segments. 2. Outer limiting membrane. 3.
Outer nuclear layer. 4. Outer plexiform layer. 5. Inner nuclear layer. 6. Inner
plexiform layer. 7. Ganglion cell layer. 8. Nerve fiber layer. 9. Internal
limiting membrane. A. Pigmented cells. B. Müller cell. a. Rods. b. Cones. c.
Rod nucleus. d. Cone Nucleus. e. Horizontal cell f. Cone-associated bipolar
cell. g. Rod-associated bipolar cell. h. Amacrine cells. i/j. Ganglion cells.
Image under public domain.
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The cell bodies of photoreceptors are localized in the ONL. Photoreceptors express
light-sensitive proteins of the opsin family, and their activation starts the process of
transforming light information into chemical signals that are relayed to cells in the
INL (Kolb, 2005; Lamb, 2007).
The INL contains horizontal cells, bipolar cells and amacrine cells. Horizontal cells
contact multiple photoreceptors in the OPL. They integrate and modulate signals
from distal photoreceptors through feedback inhibition. Bipolar cells transfer the
signal vertically to the IPL, where they synapse onto amacrine cells and ganglion
cells (RGCs). Amacrine cells are also lateral neurons and they have their processes
in the IPL. They integrate and modulate signals to shape transmission to RGCs by
providing inhibitory feedback to synaptic terminals of bipolar cells or ganglion cell
dendrites (Kolb, 2005b).
The GCL contains displaced amacrine cells and retinal ganglion cells. RGCs
integrate the information they receive and relay it to higher brain regions through
spike trains. Different types encode a variety of visual features, e.g., contrast, size,
movement, color. There are also non-image-forming RGCs that control the
pupillary reflex or the circadian clock (Güler et al., 2008; Hatori et al., 2008).
In addition to the described neurons, there are also Müller glial cells that span across
all layers of the retina. They play a supportive role, as they form an architectural
support of the retina. Among other functions, they maintain the homeostasis of the
retina and recycle neurotransmitters (Reichenbach and Robinson, 1995)

1.2 Photoreceptor cells
Mammals have two major types of photoreceptors in the retina: Rod photoreceptors,
specialized for dim-light conditions, and cone photoreceptors for bright light and
the perception of color (Kolb, 2005). Cone types differ in their sensitivity to
different wavelengths of light, based on the expression of different opsin proteins
(figure 2). Most mammals are dichromats. They have S-cones that express shortwavelength opsin (blue or S-opsin) and M-cones that express medium-wavelength
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opsin (green or M-opsin). Some primates are trichromats and carry an additional Lcone that expresses long-wavelength opsin (red or L-opsin).

Figure 2 Spectral sensitivity curves of cone opsins found in the retina of the
golden-mantled ground squirrel (Callospermophilus lateralis). The opsins
expressed in M- and S-cones show different sensitivities to light of varying
wavelengths. Image provided by Juan Angueyra (National Eye Institute,
NIH) based on data from Kraft, 1988.

Structurally, photoreceptors consist of the outer segment (OS), the inner segment
(IS), the cell body that contains the nucleus, and the synaptic terminal (figure 3).
Rod outer segments are generally thinner and longer than cone OS. Rhodopsin is
embedded in disks, enclosed membrane organelles that are densely packed in the
rod OS. Cone opsins on the other hand are embedded in the “open” disk-like
structures, formed by foldings of the plasma membrane of cones (Mustafi et al.,
2009). Inner segments contain mitochondria, ribosomes and membranes. In cones
of the tree shrew, mitochondria are organized in a single large ellipsoid (Foelix et
al., 1987). Cone synaptic terminals are called cone pedicles, they are generally
larger than rod terminals, the rod spherules. The synaptic terminals of both types
are filled with synaptic vesicles, close to the synaptic ribbons. Each rod spherule
has one to two ribbons, whereas each cone pedicle has dozens (Migdale et al., 2003;
Mustafi et al., 2009).
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Figure 3 Depiction of a cone and a rod photoreceptor in the adult tree shrew
retina. Compared to other mammals, tree shrew cones have relatively small
cone outer segments and a large ellipsoid filled with mitochondria. OLM:
outer limiting layer; OS: outer segment. From: Foelix et al. (1987). Reprint
permission was obtained from the publisher. © Springer

The process of phototransduction is similar in both rods and cones (Lamb, 2013).
The transformation of light information into chemicals signals begins in the outer
segments of photoreceptors (figure 3). Photons that hit the chromophore 11-cisretinal in the receptor protein opsin cause the photoisomerization to all-transretinal. This triggers a series of conformational changes in the opsin part. Opsins
belong to the large family of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR). After activation
by light, they couple to G-proteins, which are named rod or cone transducin, where
they catalyze the exchange of GDP to GTP. The activated G-protein α-subunit
removes the inhibitory γ-subunits of the effector enzyme phosphodiesterase 6
(PDE6). Upon activation, PDE6 hydrolyzes cGMP that is bound to the cyclic
nucleotide gated (CNG) channel. This causes the CNG channels to close, thus
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stopping the influx of Na+ and Ca2+ (the “dark current”), which changes the
membrane potential of the photoreceptor. This eventually leads to a reduced release
of glutamate at the synapse, the signal received by the downstream neurons (Luo et
al., 2008).
Cones and rods express different isoforms of the same proteins for the
phototransduction process (Fu and Yau, 2007; Lamb, 2013). The different isoforms
lead to the different characteristics of rods and cones: rods are much more sensitive
to light, they can respond to a single photon (Korenbrot, 2012; Tachibanaki et al.,
2001; Kefalov et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2008). Cones require more light to become
activated, and photoresponses in cones are faster, which provides a higher temporal
resolution. In addition, cones can hardly be saturated.

Molecular differences between S- and M-cones are harder to identify. Until now,
cone subtypes have been classified mostly by the opsin they express. Aside from
the opsins, S- and M-cones share the same phototransduction machinery (Lamb et
al., 2007). There were reports of subtype-specific, differential protein expression in
different species, e.g., carbonic anhydrase in human S-cones, the calcium channel
α1D-subunit in tree shrew M-cones, rod arrestin and NADPH diaphorase in tree
shrew S-cones (Nork et al., 1990; Morgans, 1999; Müller et al., 1989; Petry and
Murphy, 1995).
In addition, we know that S- and M-cones are wired differently in the outer
plexiform layer. S-cones for example synapse onto the S-cone bipolar cells, which
was originally described by Mariani et al. (1984) in primates. Later this was
confirmed in other species (ground squirrel, Puller et al., 2011; rabbit, Liu and
Chow, 2007; mouse, Haverkamp et al., 2005). This type is not contacted by rods or
M-cones.

1.3 Development of the retina
Retinal cells originate from multipotent progenitors in a specific order. This order
is highly conserved across vertebrate species (Lamb et al., 2007). Birthdating
19
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studies have revealed when individual cell types are born, i.e., exit the cell cycle
(Sidman, 1961; Young, 1985). In these studies, mice were injected with 3Hthymidine at different time points. Cells that have exited the cell cycle retain the
label permanently, which allowed the investigators to examine the labeled cells after
the animals were mature. These experiments showed that retinal cells are born in
two waves, with ganglion cells, amacrine cells, horizontal cells and a subtype of
cone photoreceptors exiting the cell cycle first. In the second wave, Müller cells and
bipolar cells are born. Rods are different because they appear over nearly the whole
time course, starting to develop shortly after the onset of the first wave (Cepko et
al., 1996; figure 4).

Figure 4 Order of birth of retinal cells in the mouse retina. Birthdating
studies with 3H-thymidine revealed the order of cell type genesis. GC:
Ganglion cells; HC: amacrine cells.
Modified by Cepko et al., 1996 from Young et al., 1985. Reprint permission
for both versions were obtained from the publishers (© National Academy
of Sciences, © Wiley)
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1.4 Photoreceptor development
The fate of a cell progenitor is determined by the combinatorial code of transcription
factors. In the retina, the earliest steps in the development of photoreceptors are
mediated by the notch receptor and its downstream targets (Yaron et al., 2006;
Jadhav, 2006). Inhibition of this receptor, that keeps cells in the cell cycle, drives a
progenitor cell to commit to becoming a photoreceptor precursor. The exact
mechanisms for this step are still unknown. Once the cell has become a
photoreceptor precursor, six transcription factors determine if it differentiates into
a rod, an S-cone or an M-cone (figure 5; Swaroop et al., 2010).

Otx2 is expressed in all cells that commit to the photoreceptor cell fate. Experiments
in KO mice have shown that these mice lose all photoreceptors, as well as bipolar
cells and horizontal cells (Nishida et al., 2003).
Crx acts downstream of Otx2 and is also important for all photoreceptor types. Crxdeficient mice develop photoreceptors, but they fail to express a number of
photoreceptor-specific genes. They also lack outer segments, which leads to retinal
degeneration (Furukawa et al., 1999).
Nrl is the key transcription factor for rod development. Nrl-KO mice do not have
any rods; instead, the majority of photoreceptors in these mice are S-cone-like
(Mears et al., 2001).
Nr2e3 is a downstream target of Nrl (Swaroop et al., 2010) and acts as a suppressor
of cone genes. Mutant mice have been reported to express cone genes in rods (Chen
et al., 2005).
Rorβ is expressed in both cones and rods and may play a role upstream of Nrl.
Rorβ-deficient mice fail to develop rod photoreceptors, instead they have a high
number of S-cone-like photoreceptors. At the same time, it shares characteristics
with Crx, because all remaining photoreceptors do not have outer segments (Jia et
al., 2009).
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Trβ2, a nuclear receptor, is a thyroid hormone-regulated transcription factor. Its
activation induces M-cone gene expression. KO-mice do not express M-opsin.
Instead, all cones express S-opsin (Ng et al., 2001; Forrest and Swaroop, 2012).

The deletion of certain transcription factors (Nrl, Trβ2, Rorβ) leads to an absence
of rods or M-cones and to an increase in S-cone-like photoreceptors. This
observation gave rise to the hypothesis that the S-cone cell fate could be the default
pathway (Swaroop et al., 2010). This means, if Nrl or Trβ2 are not induced in a
developing photoreceptor, the cell becomes an S-cone.

Figure 5 Transcription factors in photoreceptor development. The
differential expression of transcription factors determines the cell fate of a
photoreceptor progenitor. Adapted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature Neuroscience Reviews. Swaroop et al., 2010.
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1.5 The tree shrew and the thirteen-lined ground squirrel
as model organisms for cone-dominated vision

Tree shrew
Tree shrews (Tupaia belangeri) are diurnal animals that are native to southeast Asia
(figure 6). They have been placed in close taxonomic relationship to primates; its
exact position is still under debate (Fan et al., 2013; Springer and Gatesy, 2016).
However, their retina is different from primates, as they do not have L-cones or a
fovea. Tree shrews have a cone-dominated retina with a photoreceptor ratio of
approx. 83% M-cones, 10% S-Cones and 7% rods. The density of cones ranges from
14,300 cells/mm2 to 35,300 mm2 (Petry et al., 1993).

Figure 6 Photograph of a tree shrew (Tupaia belangeri). Image rights: CC
BY-SA Author: Cymothoa exigua. Wikimedia Commons.

Thirteen-lined ground squirrel
The thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) is a diurnal,
omnivorous animal and belongs to the order Rodentia (figure 7). It is native to North
America. This squirrel has a cone-dominated retina, it is estimated to consist of 80%
M-cones, 6% S-cones and 14% rods. The density of photoreceptors ranges from
23
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40,000 cells/mm2 around the optic nerve head to 90,000 cells/mm2 in the visual
streak (Kryger et al., 1998; Sajdak et al., 2016).

Figure 7 The thirteen-lined ground squirrel. a Photograph of an adult
thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus). b The conedominated retina of a thirteen-lined ground squirrel. Flat-mount; inner and
outer segments. Labeled are S-cones (blue, anti-S-opsin), M-cones (green,
anti-M-opsin) and rods (magenta, anti-rhodopsin).
Image rights for a): CC BY Marit & Toomas Hinnosaar, flickr.com

The ground squirrel is a hibernating species. When entering torpor, its catabolism
switches from carbohydrates to lipids (van Breukelen and Martin, 2015) and the
body temperature lowers from 38 °C to the surrounding temperature which could
be as low as 0 °C. Its heart rate is reduced to approx. 5% of the normal rate and it
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breathes about once every 30 min. Every 1-2 weeks, the torpor is interrupted by
interbout arousals, a period of 12 – 24 h in which the body temperature rises back
to 38 °C. The mechanisms behind the circannual rhythm of the squirrel are not
entirely clear yet (Merriman et al., 2016).
During hibernation, the retina of the squirrel undergoes adaptive changes. Cone
outer segments are shortened, the number and size of the ellipsoid mitochondria is
reduced, the ribbons in the synaptic terminals are dramatically smaller or detached,
and the number of synaptic vesicles is reduced (Kuwabara, 1975; Gruber et al.,
2006, Mehta et al, 2013; Merriman et al., 2016). The changes show an appearance
similar to cone degeneration in a rabbit model for retinitis pigmentosa (Jones et al.,
2011).

1.6 The S-cone specific bipolar cell synapse
Parts of this thesis try to answer questions about differences in S- and M-cone
photoreceptors. These subtypes are mostly classified by the opsin they express.
There were only a handful of reported differences (see section 1.2). The majority of
cones in mice express both S- and M-opsin (Applebury et al., 2000). “True” S-cones
that only express S-opsin form specific synapses with S-cone bipolar cells (SCBCs;
Haverkamp et al., 2005). Li Jia (National Eye Institute, NIH) investigated if the
alteration of opsin-expression affects the S-cone to SCBC synapse. She crossed Sopsin-KO- and Thrb-KO mice with Clomeleon mice (Kuner and Augustine, 2000).
S-opsin-KO mice do not express S-opsin, Thrb-KO mice lack M-opsin expression.
Thrb is a key transcription factor for M-cone development. The majority of cones
in Thrb-KO mice express only S-opsin (Ng et al., 2001). Clomeleon mice express a
chloride-sensitive fluorescent protein under the Thy1 promoter. The protein labels
ganglion cells, a few amacrine cells and SCBSs (Haverkamp et al., 2005). The label
in SCBCs also labels their dendrites. Combined with a fluorescent anti-cone
arrestin-antibody that labeled all cone pedicles, she studied possible changes in Scone to SCBC-synapse interactions. Li Jia examined the number of SCBC dendritic
branches and the number of cells that are contacted by SCBCs in these mice (figure
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8; unpublished results). Besides looking at the S-opsin- (panel b) and the Thrb-KO
mice (c), she also tested double-KO mice (d) that lacked all cone opsins. In her
analysis, she concluded that there was no significant change (e, f). Genetic
disruption of the normal S- and M-opsin expression pattern did not alter the specific
connections between S-cone photoreceptors and SCBCs in the mouse retina. In
addition, she found that the expression of cone arrestin is downregulated in ThrbKO- or double-KO mice (figure 8, panels c, d)
Li Jia’s findings were a key factor for me to investigate differences in gene
expression in S- and M-cones, because I learned from her experiments that the
opsins are not the sole determiners of S- or M-cone identity, as demonstrated by the
S-cone specific wiring.

Figure 8 S-cone to S-cone-bipolar cell synapses in mice that lack opsinexpression (S, M, or both). Cone pedicles were stained with anti-cone
arrestin antibody (magenta). S-cone bipolar cells express a fluorescent
protein (green; Clomeleon-mouse (Kuner and Augustine, 2000). Data
provided by Li Jia (NIH), unpublished.
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1.7 Research objectives
Many studies on the visual system focused on nocturnal animals like the mouse.
This led to enormous knowledge about features of the rod-dominated retina. In this
thesis, my goal was to investigate characteristics of the cone-dominated retina. For
this I planned to use the thirteen-lined ground squirrel and the tree shrew as model
organisms. New findings might provide useful information on human vision. The
photoreceptor distribution in these animals is comparable to the photoreceptor
distribution in the macular area of the human retina, though, they do not have a
fovea.
First, I wanted to investigate the development of the tree shrew retina in a
morphological and a genetic approach. This might provide clues if genetic
differences during early development could explain the cone dominance in the tree
shrew retina.
Secondly, I wanted to explore the molecular identity of S- and M-cone
photoreceptors of the ground squirrel. To identify molecular signatures, I planned
to develop a method to collect S- and M-cone single cells, so I could analyze their
transcriptome. Differentially expressed genes should be validated. Further, I
planned to explore ways to study the function of newly identified genes. The
injection of an adeno-associated virus (AAV) should be tested as a way to
genetically alter gene expression in the squirrel retina. At the same time, this should
be used as a tool to label rod photoreceptors. This would allow to complete the
transcriptomic analysis of all photoreceptor types in the squirrel.
At last, I wanted to identify differences in mRNA expression in photoreceptors of
the hibernating ground squirrel. Photoreceptors undergo large morphological
changes in this phase. I wanted to explore the genetic background of these adaptive
changes.
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2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Chemicals
B27 supplement; ThermoFisher
Bovine serum albumin (BSA); Sigma
DAPI (4',6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole); ThermoFisher
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM); Gibco
EDTA; Sigma
Ethanol 200 proof; Warner Graham
Fetal calf serum; Gibco
Glutamax; ThermoFisher
Hibernate-A culture medium; ThermoFisher
HBSS (Hank's balanced salt solution); Fisher Scientific
L-cysteine; Sigma
L-glutamine; Sigma
Low Input Library Prep Kit v2; Clontech
Methanol; Sigma
Nail polish; Electron Mircoscopy Sciences
Normal Goat Serum (NGS); Jackson ImmunoResearch
Papain; Worthington
Paraformaldehyde (16 %); Electron microscopy sciences
PBS (1x); Gibco
PBS (10×); Quality Biological
ProLong Gold Mountant; Fisher Scientific
Protease Inhibitor Cocktail; Sigma
Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit; ThermoFisher
Sucrose; Sigma
SimplyBlue SafeSatain (Coomassie G-250); ThermoFisher
SMART-Seq v4 Ultra® Low Input RNA Kit for Sequencing; Clontech
Sodium azide; Sigma
Sodium chloride; Sigma
Streptavidin/penicillin solution; ThermoFisher
TBS (10x); Crystalgen
O.C.T.- compound; Tissue-Tek
Qubit High Sensitivity DNA Analysis Kit; Agilent
Tris (Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethan); Sigma
Triton X-100; Sigma
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Tween 20; Sigma
Vectashield; Vector Laboratories

2.1.2 Consumables
1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes; USA scientific
15 mL centrifuge tubes; Corning
50 mL centrifuge tubes; Corning
55 mm Glass bottom dish w/ 30 mm micro-well #0 cover glass; Cellvis
Micropipettes for injections; Eppendorf
NuPAGE Blot membranes; Invitrogen
NuPAGE SDS-gels; Invitrogen
Superfrost Plus slides; Fisherbrand
TipOne Pipette tips 10, 100, 1000; USA scientific

2.1.3 Instruments
Confocal microscopy
LSM 510 confocal microscope; Zeiss
LSM 780 confocal microscope; Zeiss
Plan-Neofluar 20x/0.50 Ph2 objective; Zeiss
Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.40 Oil DIC M27 objective; Zeiss

Single cell picking
Evos cell imaging system; ThermoFisher
Axiovert 100; Zeiss
Transferman 4r micromanipulator; Eppendorf
CellTram microinjector; Eppendorf

RNA-seq
Bioanalyzer 2100; Agilent
Qubit Fluorimeter; ThermoFisher
HiSeq 2500; Illumina
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Centrifuges
Biofuge primo; Sorvall
Biofuge fresco; Heraeus

Misc. tools
Surgical instruments; Fine Science Tools
Surgical instruments; Roboz
Pipetman G pipettes; Gilson
Reference 2 pipettes; Eppendorf
Neodymium Block Magnets for magnetic beads collection; K&J Magnetics
Injection syringe; Hamilton

2.1.4 Software
RNA-seq analysis
R; The R Foundation
Bioconductor; Gentleman et al., 2004; Huber et al, 2015
Deseq2; Love et al., 2014
edgeR; Robinson et al., 2010
gplots, Warnes et al., 2016
HTseq; Anders et al., 2017
Limma; Ritchie et al., 2015
pcaExplorer; Marini, 2017
STAR; Dobin et al., 2013
Tximport; Soneson et al., 2015
Voom; Law et al., 2014
Supercomputer: NIH Biowulf2 cluster; NIH HPC Facility

Microscopy
Zen; Zeiss
Fiji; Schindelin et al., 2012
ImageJ2; Schindelin et al., 2015
GIMP; gimp.org
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2.1.5 Antibodies
Primary antibodies
Anti-Cadm1 PA5-24196, 1:100; ThermoFisher
Anti-ChAT AB144, 1:100; Millipore
Anti-Filamin A #4762, 1:100; Cell signaling
Anti-L/M-Opsin EDK101, 1:100; Kerafast
Anti-opn1sw (S-opsin), 1:200; Santa Cruz
Anti-PKCα P5704, 1:1000; Sigma
Anti-recoverin AB5585, 1:1000; Millipore
Anti-rhodopsin MAB5316, 1:200; Chemicon
Anti-rod arrestin (SAG) 23546-1-AP, 1;200; Proteintech
Secondary antibodies
Donkey-anti-goat Alexa 488, 1:500; ThermoFisher
Donkey-anti-mouse-Cy5, 1:500; Jackson ImmunoResearch
Donkey-anti-rabbit-Cy3, 1:500; Jackson ImmunoResearh
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Tissue preparation
For all animal procedures, the guidelines of the Animal Research Advisory
Committee (ARAC), the American Veterinary Medical Association, and the
Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC) were adhered.
Postnatal tree shrews (Tupaia belangeri) and ground squirrels (Ictidomys
tridecemlineatus) were euthanized by using isoflurane following decapitation. Tree
shrew fetuses were removed from euthanized dams and decapitated. Eyes were
enucleated by sharp dissection following preparation of the retina.
For whole-retina RNA-sequencing, tree shrew retinae were immediately flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until RNA extraction. All other
procedures are described below.

2.2.2 Cryosections
Dissected pieces of ground squirrel and tree shrew retina were incubated in PBS
with 4 % PFA for 3 hours (room temperature, RT). After five washes with PBS (10
min at room temperature) the retina was incubated in increasing amounts of sucrose
in PBS (10% - 20% - 30%, 30 min steps). After 16 h in 30 % Sucrose (4°C), the
tissue was embedded in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. compound and flash frozen in dry ice.
After 2h at -20 °C, the embedded tissue was sectioned using a Leica 3050S cryostat
and transferred to Fisherbrand Superfrost Plus slides.
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2.2.3 Immunohistochemistry
Slides containing retinal sections were washed twice in PBST (PBS, 0.5% Triton
X-100) and incubated with blocking solution (4% donkey serum in PBST) for 1
hour (RT). The tissue was covered with primary antibody solution (dilutions listed
in section 2.1.5.; in blocking solution) and incubated for 14-16 hours at 4 °C. After
three washes (PBST, 10 min), secondary antibody coupled to a fluorophore (Alexa
488, ThermoFisher; Cy3 or Cy5; Jackson ImmunoResearch) was applied to the
sample (1:500 in blocking solution) for 2.5 h at room temperature. After three
washes, the samples were mounted with Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI
(Vecta Laboratories). The tissue was imaged using a Zeiss LSM 780 or a Zeiss LSM
510 confocal microscope and ZEN imaging software (Zeiss).

2.2.4 Live-labeling and isolation of cone subtypes for RNA-seq
The eyes of sacrificed ground squirrels were removed and dissected. After removal
of the pigment epithelium, a 10 mm2 piece of retina was incubated in digestion
buffer (5 U/mL papain, 0.667 mg/mL L-cysteine, 1 mM EDTA in Hank’s balanced
salt solution (HBSS)) for 20 min at 37 °C. The retina was washed twice with HibA (Hibernate-A medium, 2% B27, 1 % streptavidin/penicillin, 0.25 % Glutamax,
0.25 % L-glutamine, 10 mM NaCl) followed by incubation with goat-anti-S-opsin,
(1:50 in Hib-A) for 45 min (4 °C). After two additional washes, the retina was
incubated with Donkey-anti-goat antibody (Alexa Fluor 488), 1:50 in Hib-A, 45
min at 4 °C. The tissue was triturated using a 1000 µL pipette (5-10 times) to
dissociate the cells. The suspension was filtered through a cell strainer and
centrifuged to remove debris (2000 x g, 3 min, 4 °C). The cells in the pellet were
carefully resuspended in 500 µL Hib A and placed on an inverted microscope (Evos
cell imaging system or Zeiss Axiovert 100). S-opsin-positive cells (presumably Scones) and negative cells with cone morphology (presumably M-cones) were
separately collected using glass micropipettes connected to a micromanipulator
(Eppendorf TransferMan 4r) and transferred into 8 µL lysis buffer (Clontech
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SMARTer Ultra Low Input RNA Kit for Sequencing - v3). For each sample, 16–20
single cells were pooled. Samples were flash frozen in dry ice and stored at -80 °C
until use.

2.2.5 RNA-sequencing of ground squirrel single cells
RNA-extraction of single cell samples and generation of double stranded cDNA
was performed using the Clontech SMARTer Ultra Low Input RNA Kit. For the
construction of the library, the Low Input Library Prep Kit v2 (Clontech) was used.
The quality of the cDNA was analyzed with the Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer.
Concentrations were measured with the Qubit dsDNA HS (high sensitivity) assay.
Up to eight samples with different Illumina barcodes were pooled in one lane of a
flow cell (Illumina HiSeq 2500). The read length was set to 50 bp in single-end
mode. All kits were used as instructed by their manufacturers.

2.2.6 Data analysis of squirrel RNA-seq data
The ground squirrel genome and annotation in version GCA_000236235.1 were
used to align the reads in STAR (Dobin et al., 2013) on the Biowulf2 NIH
supercomputer. HTseq (Anders et al., 2017) was used to count and annotate the
reads. The output of this process was used for the data normalization and differential
expression analysis with the DESeq2 package (Love et al., 2014) for R 3.3.1. For
this step, a protocol by Love et al., (2017) was used. The pcaExplorer package
(Marini, 2017) was used for data visualization.

2.2.7 Data analysis of tree shrew RNA-seq files
The reads were aligned and counted with Kallisto (Bray et al., 2016) on the
Biowulf2 NIH supercomputer. The transcriptome and the annotation file were
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retrieved from the NCBI database (accession number GCF_000334495). Count data
were analyzed using a protocol by Law et al. (2016). For this, the count files were
imported into edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) using the package tximport (Soneson
et al., 2015). In edgeR, counts were normalized using the TMM function (Trimmed
mean of M-values). The output was used to create time-course graphs of gene
expression. MDS-plots for unsupervised clustering were created in edgeR with the
plotMDS function. Differentially expressed genes were determined with
Limma/voom (Ritchie et al., 2015; Law et al., 2014). Heatmaps were created using
the gplots package (Warnes et al., 2016).
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3.1 Development of a cone-dominated retina
To study the development of a cone-dominated retina, I collaborated with Prof.
Yong-Gang Yao from the Kunming Institute of Zoology. At his facility, I had the
opportunity to work with tree shrews (Tupaia belangeri), which have a cone
proportion of approximately 93%. I collected samples from animals at different
stages of development, from E25 (embryonic day 25), to P30 (postnatal day 30). I
also included tissue from five-year old (Y5) animals to look at effects of aging. I
wanted to look at the development on two different levels: genetic changes (RNAseq) and morphological changes (tissue sections and immunohistochemistry).

3.1.1 Morphology of the developing tree shrew retina
To study the morphology of the developing tree shrew retina, I collected samples at
nine different time points: embryonic days E30, E40, postnatal days P0, P6, P9,
P12, P21, P27 and 5 years (Y5) after birth. Important events during development
are birth after 44 days of gestation (E44/P0), eye opening at around P22 and
weaning at P30. The average life span is only described for animals in captivity,
which is nine to twelve years (Fuchs and Corbach-Söhle, 2010). After retinal
dissection, I fixed, froze and subsequently sectioned the samples on a cryostat. I
then used the various sections for immunohistochemical stainings. To highlight
stages of development, I used different markers to identify retinal cell types: antirecoverin (red) for all photoreceptor types and bipolar cells, mainly type 2 (Milam
et al., 1993; Haverkamp et al., 2003); anti-choline acetyltransferase (ChAT, green)
for cholinergic amacrine cells and the two distinctive ChAT bands in the inner
plexiform layer (IPL); anti-protein kinase C α (PKCα, blue) for rod bipolar cells and
a subset of cone bipolar cells (Puller et al., 2011). I used DAPI (not shown in the
merged images) to stain nuclei.
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Figure 9
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Figure 9 Retinal development of the tree shrew. Immunostainings at
embryonic days E30, E40, postnatal days P0, P6, P9, P12, P21, P27, and
after five years (Y5). Antibodies: anti-recoverin (red); anti-choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT, green); anti-protein kinase C α (PKCα, blue);
DAPI (not shown in merged images).
Settings for the laser-scanning confocal microscope were optimized for each
section to best represent emerging cell types; intensities of the colors do not
represent stronger or weaker expression between different time points. Scale
bars: 20 µm

At embryonic days E30 and E40 a recoverin signal was located in the outermost
layer of the developing retina (figure 9). The nuclei were not distinguishable from
nuclei in the neuroblastic layer (NBL), as seen in the DAPI channel (top right of
each panel). Only the recoverin label seemed to distinguish those cells, which were
most likely developing photoreceptors. These cells had small apical protrusions that
might resemble early inner segments. At E30 the labeling was sparse, but the
number of positive cells increased in this sublayer at E40. Interestingly, a few cells
showed a stronger signal, compared to other positive cells in the same row. Choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT) was not detected at E30, but sparsely at E40 in the
putative future ganglion cell layer (GCL). I detected faint PKCα-signals at E30 in
half of the section, closer to the vitreal surface. At E40 many positive cells were
located in the GCL.
On the day of birth (P0), the morphology of recoverin-positive photoreceptors did
not change. However, the recoverin signal was more evenly distributed across all
cells of this layer. Also, this layer became more distinguished, as I could observe a
small gap, the putative outer plexiform layer, between photoreceptors and the
developing cells in the neuroblastic layer (DAPI channel). ChAT and PKCα signals
were limited to cells in the ganglion cell layer, their signals were co-localized in
numerous cells.
At P6 I observed various changes. All main layers of the retina were visible at this
time point. The recoverin label showed further development of photoreceptor inner
segments and the photoreceptor nuclei were now arrayed in one single row. I
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observed multiple small extensions that indicated the development of photoreceptor
synaptic terminals. I detected faint recoverin-positive cells, most likely bipolar
cells, in the inner nuclear layer (INL). ChAT-positive cells, putatively amacrine
cells, were localized outside both sides of the IPL, with two distinct ChAT bands
within the IPL. Interestingly, photoreceptors also showed a ChAT-signal. I found
PKCα to be expressed in the GCL and in the INL, at about the same positions as
ChAT-positive cells in these layers. In addition, I found a few PKCα-positive cells
located more towards the outer retina, close to the recoverin-positive bipolar cells.
These were most likely PKCα-positive bipolar cells (Negishi et al., 1988; Greferath
et al., 1990). In the IPL, three PKCα-bands were visible.
I observed small changes at P9 and P12. The size of the GCL seemed reduced, the
number of cell rows has decreased from 5 – 6 down to 3 – 4. At the same time, the
size of the INL has expanded, likely due to more differentiating bipolar cells.
At P21 I discovered photoreceptor outer segments labeled by recoverin. The
morphology of the photoreceptor terminals was also more distinguished, although
they had not reached their mature appearance yet. The shape of the photoreceptors
looked more elongated compared to previous time points. I did see an increased
number of recoverin- and PKCα-positive bipolar cells, as well as an increase in
PKCα-bands in the IPL. The exact number was hard to determine, because the bands
were not as clear as the ChAT-bands. Some of the bipolar cells showed a colocalized recoverin- and PKCα-label.
At P27 the tree shrew was close to its weaning age. The photoreceptors were further
elongated and had grown full outer segments and synaptic terminals. In the inner
segments, I could see large ellipsoids that contained the mitochondria and filled
about half of the inner segments. The nuclei became more round. Nuclei seen within
the OPL and IPL were putative microglial cells that migrated into these layers
(compare Hume et al., 1983). When I looked at the distribution of all layers, I saw
a further decrease in INL and GCL size. At this time point, the ChAT signal in
photoreceptors has almost vanished, a clear signal was only observed in in the
ChAT bands and in cells in the INL and GCL. I still saw a strong PKCα-signal in
putative bipolar cells in the INL and putative amacrine cells or ganglion cells. In
contrast to P0, only a few cells showed a co-localized signal for PKCα- and ChAT.
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In the aged tree shrew retina (5 years) I observed a few changes. Outer segments
were not detected, they were most likely lost during tissue preparation. The diameter
of the photoreceptor somata and inner segments of cones looked bigger compared
to the previous age. In addition, the size of the IPL has further expanded.

To take a different perspective on the development, I stained retinal sections of tree
shrew retina for S-opsin, M-opsin and rhodopsin (figure 10). At P0 (not shown), no
opsin-signals were visible. The next stage I tested was P6 (panel a). Here, all opsins
were detectable. Most of the signals were concentrated at the tip of each labeled
cell, hinting to outer segment development. This detail was not detected with
recoverin-staining (figure 9). In addition to that, all opsins showed a dim signal in
the membrane throughout every cell. At P12 and P18 (panels b, c), the expression
of the opsins did not reveal any changes. For P12, I also prepared a flat-mounted
tissue sample (panel e). This view displayed a uniform pattern of M- and S-opsinlabeled cells. Interestingly, the S-opsin channel of this image (panel f) revealed
lateral processes, possibly in search for postsynaptic binding partners. These could
be telodendrites that contact neighboring cones through gap junctions. At P27, the
outer segments of S- and M-cones became defined and distinguishable from the
inner segments. In addition, the rhodopsin-staining showed a clear difference in the
morphology of rod outer segments compared to their cone counterparts (compare
figure 3).
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Figure 10 Opsin expression in the developing tree shrew retina. The tissue
was stained for S-opsin (blue), M-opsin (green) and Rhodopsin (magenta).
a-d Cross sections at different stages of development. d’ A recoverin
(red)/DAPI (blue)-stained cone (P27) was inserted for morphological
comparison e Flat-mounted tree shrew retina at P12. f Same as in e; only the
S-opsin channel is shown to highlight the S-cone processes.
OS: outer segments; IS: inner segments; OLM: outer limiting membrane;
ONL: outer nuclear layer; OPL: outer plexiform layer. Scale bars: 5 µm.

3.1.2 Gene expression in the developing tree shrew retina
After studying morphological changes during the development of the tree shrew
retina, I wanted to explore how these changes are reflected on gene expression level.
I collected whole retinae from tree shrews at embryonic days E25, E30, E40,
postnatal days P0, P9, P18, P24, P30 and at Y5 (five years); two animals per time
point. I collected the samples in Prof. Gao’s facility in Kunming, China. Zhi Xie’s
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group (Sun Yat-sen University, Guangzhou, China) sequenced the samples and
passed the raw sequencing files to me for analysis (details are described in the
methods section).
First, I created a multidimensional scaling plot (MDS) to visualize quantitative
estimates of similarity among the samples in an unsupervised manner. The plot is
shown in figure 11. Each sample pair clustered together, this meant that the variance
per time point was low. Furthermore, dimension 1 (dim1), which explains most of
the observed variance, sorted the samples (unsupervised) by age. This indicated that
the developmental progression was reflected in the measured gene expression.

Figure 11 Unsupervised clustering of tree shrew RNA-seq samples (MDS
plot). The first dimension represents the leading-fold-change that best
separates samples and explains the largest proportion of variation in the data.
Samples found in the same cluster have a high similarity. Dimension 1
(dim1) sorted the samples (unsupervised) by age, an indicator that the
development was reflected in the measured gene expression.
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3.4.2.1. Transcription factors for photoreceptor differentiation

In the next step, I explored the transcription factor expression in the tree shrew
dataset. In order to compare the expression to a rod-dominated species, I received
RNA-seq data of mouse (Mus musculus) from Douglas Forrest’s laboratory
(NIDDK/NIH). The data were collected from wildtype mice retinae of mixed
C57BL/6J × 129/Sv-background at embryonic day E16 and postnatal days P1, P3,
P7, P14 and P28. They used pools of six to twelve retinae per sample; one sample
per time point. The mouse dataset (Ng et al., 2017) is publicly available on the NCBI
Gene Omnibus (GEO) server (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/), accession number
GSE95016.
First, I looked at the expression of opsins as marker for photoreceptor type
differentiation during development (figure 12, first row). I normalized all
expression values to allow an easier comparison. In tree shrew, I detected a strong
onset of S-opsin (Opn1sw) and rhodopsin (Rho) between birth (P0) and P9. S-opsin
showed a slightly higher increase in this phase, before both reached their peak
expression at P18, shortly before eye opening at P22. Compared to these, M-opsin
(Opn1mw) expression began later, with a milder onset between P0 and P9, and a
further increase before reaching a plateau between P24 and P30. The retinae from
five-year-old animals showed the highest M-opsin expression. In mouse, I observed
an onset of S-opsin expression around the day of birth (P1), whereas expression of
rhodopsin began later between P3 and P7. M-opsin was the last opsin in the group,
starting after P7, with a very strong expression at P14, the day of eye opening. At
this stage, Rhodopsin and S-opsin have not reached their peak yet, they further
increased until P28.
After investigating the opsin expression, I focused on transcription factors that lead
to the differentiation of photoreceptor types. In tree shrew, I observed an onset of
Nrl, an important factor for rod differentiation, at E30, and peak expression at E40,
a few days before birth (figure 12, second row). Between P0 and P18, the expression
was stable, but slightly decreased compared to the peak. At later stages (P24 – Y5)
I saw a further decrease in expression. Nrl expression in mouse began after birth at
P1 and continuously rose until P28.
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Figure 12 Comparison of gene expression in the developing retinas of tree
shrew and mouse. I collected and sequenced tree shrew retinae at nine
different ages. Mouse data were provided by D. Forrest. Expression values
were normalized for each gene.
First row: comparison of opsin expression. Second row: transcription factors
important for rod- (Nrl) and M-cone- (Thrb/Trβ2) differentiation. Third row:
additional transcription factors for photoreceptor differentiation.
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Thrb, the gene that encodes Trβ2 (the key factor for M-cones), showed a strong
expression at the earliest stage (E25) in tree shrew and decreased before rising again
at P0. From there it rose until P18 and decreased after eye opening (P24). In mouse,
the curve for Thrb showed a similar shape, with a high expression at the beginning
(E16), followed by a dip at birth. It then peaked again at the day of eye opening
(P14).
In the third row of figure 12 I am showing additional transcription factors. Otx2, an
early degerminator of general photoreceptor cell fate, was one of the first
transcription factors I observed in both tree shrew and mouse retina. In both species,
the gene was moderately expressed at the earliest stages tested and peaked at or
around birth (P0 in tree shrew, P3 in mouse).
Crx acts downstream of Otx2 and is also important for all photoreceptor types. The
expression of Crx correlated with that of Otx2. But compared with Otx2, the peak
of Crx was shifted to P18 in tree shrew and P7 in mouse. In both animals, expression
decreased around the day of eye opening (P22 in trees shrew, respectively P14 in
mouse).
In Tree shrew, Nr2e3, a downstream target of Nrl, followed the Nrl pattern. The
only difference was a slightly delayed peak that occurred at P0. In mouse, the case
was different. The onset of Nr2e3 was comparable to Nrl, but instead of
continuously rising, it peaked at P7 and decreased at later stages.
Rorβ, another downstream target of Nrl, had an early peak at E30 in tree shrew.
From there it continuously decreased. The strongest decline was observed right
before birth, between E40 and P0. Interestingly, in mouse it reached its highest
expression after birth at P3, before it also fell.

3.4.2.2 Differential gene expression in tree shrew retinal development

In the previous section I explored genes that are known to play an important role in
photoreceptor development. After that I wanted to focus on all genes that showed a
significant change in expression over the course of retinal development. This could
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help to find new genes that might be important during retinal development. To look
at the RNA-seq data, I chose to look at key time points during development. Here,
I wanted to study changes that occur after birth. For this, I listed genes that show
the highest change in expression between P0 and P9. I created a heatmap that
showed the top genes and their expression at all time points (figure 13).

Figure 13 Differentially expressed genes in tree shrew retinal development.
The heatmap shows genes that had the highest log2fold change between P0
and P9. Blue coloring indicates a lower expression compared to other stages,
red indicates a higher expression.
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In the first part of the heatmap, I observed many genes that were highly expressed
at early embryonic stages (E25 – P0), before their expression dropped right after
birth (P9 – Y5). The majority of these genes were involved in various stages of the
cell cycle. Two of them were important for directing the differentiation for retinal
cells, like Foxn4 and Ptf1a, which lead to differentiation of progenitors towards
horizontal and amacrine cell fates (Fujitani et al., 2006).
A different gene, not involved in the cell cycle, was Rhbdl3. This gene encodes
rhomboid-3, an intramembrane serine protease. Its function is unknown, other
family members have been reported to take part in growth factor and cytokine
signaling, quality control of proteins and trafficking (Freeman, 2016).
Further genes I found were Notch1 and Mfng. Both act in the notch receptor
pathway during embryonic development. In the retina, Notch1 regulates
photoreceptor and ganglion cell differentiation by controlling genes that repress
differentiation (Riesenberg et al., 2009). It occurs earlier than the transcription
factors discussed in the previous section.
There were also genes that were upregulated after P9. Samd7 is reported to be
controlled by the transcription factor Crx (Hlawatsch et al., 2013) and it silences
non-rod genes in rod photoreceptors (Omori et al., 2017).
At P9 I saw a number of genes involved in cone phototransduction: PDE-subunits
Pde6c, Pde6h and the opsin genes Opn1sw, Opn1mw. Slc17a7 (or Vglut1) is
expressed in the synaptic terminals of photoreceptors and bipolar cells, where it
sequesters glutamate into synaptic vesicles (Johnson et al., 2007). Its expression
after P0 was an indicator for photoreceptor synapse formation. Other indicators for
that were Mpp4 and Nxph1. Mpp4 encodes the membrane palmitoylated protein-4.
It is a retina-specific scaffolding protein that may organize presynaptic protein
complexes in the photoreceptor ribbon synapse (Yang et al., 2007). Nxph1
(neurexophilin 1) forms a tight complex with alpha neurexins, a group of proteins
that promote adhesion between dendrites and axons (Petrenko et al., 1996).
Aldh1b1 encodes aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 family member B1, active in alcohol
metabolism. Recently, this gene was reported to be a immunohistological marker
for colorectal cancer (Matsumoto et al., 2017). In human, it is ubiquitously
expressed (proteinatlas.org).
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I also discovered two genes of the aquaporin family. Aqp4 was reported to be
primarily expressed in Müller cells, where it contributes to water homeostasis in the
retina. Aqp9 is found in ganglion cells and might facilitate the uptake of lactate or
glycerol (Tran et al., 2017).
One of the lesser known genes I found was Wif1. Effects of Wif1-expression in the
retina have been studied by Hunter et al. in 2004. The authors claim that it might
regulate rod production. This could have interesting implications for the
development of a cone-dominated retina.
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3.2 Genetic profiling of cone photoreceptor subtypes
Mammals have two major types of photoreceptors in the retina: rod photoreceptors,
specialized for dim-light conditions, and cone photoreceptors for bright light and
the perception of color. Until now, cone subtypes have been classified mostly by
the opsin they express. Aside from the opsins, S- and M- cones share the same
phototransduction machinery (Lamb et al., 2007). There are isolated reports of
subtype-specific protein expression. We know that there are differences in how Sand M-cones are wired in the mammalian retina. S-cones exclusively contact the Scone bipolar cell (SCBC; Haverkamp et al., 2005). I hypothesized there should be
a molecular basis behind the specificity. If that is true, it would mean that M- and
S-cones do not share the same molecular identity, or transcriptome. Li Jia answered
the question if opsin molecules solely define the identity by investigating the
specific SCBC synapse. She studied this specific synapse in mice with an S-opsin
or M-opsin deletion (see section 1.6). She concluded that the genetic disruption of
the normal S- and M-opsin expression pattern did not alter the specific connections
between S-cone photoreceptors and SCBCs in the mouse retina.
This motivated me to analyze the mRNA expression in S- and M-cones. This would
allow me to create and compare, for the first time, the gene expression profiles of
these highly related cell types.

For this work, I decided against working with mice, because their cones are different
from most other mammals. Particularly, because most mouse cones co-express both
S- and M-opsin (Haverkamp et al., 2005). Instead, I decided to work with tissue
from the thirteen-lined ground squirrel. The squirrel has a cone-dominated retina,
and there is no co-expression of different opsins in one and the same photoreceptor
type (figure 7).
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3.2.1 Live Labeling of S-Cone Photoreceptors
First, I developed a way to identify and isolate individual S- and M-cones, because
whole-tissue samples, as used in section 3.1.2, were not sufficient for this task.
I modified a protocol from Liu Hong (NIDDK, NIH) to dissociate small pieces of
squirrel retina (approx. 10-15 mm2). In short, the tissue was kept in Hibernate-A
cell medium and digested with papain, followed by carefully triturating the tissue
(see methods for details). The protocol was adjusted until I received a suspension
with a high abundance of single cells that retained their cell morphology (cone outer
segments and synaptic terminals). An example for a successful dissociation is
shown in figure 14.

Figure 14 Photoreceptors of the ground squirrel after dissociation. The
protocol allowed a dissection that kept most cells morphologically intact.
The cell on the right is an example for an intact cell. The synaptic terminal,
the inner segment (with its large ellipsoid) and the small outer segment are
still present. P: cone pedicle, CB: cell body, IS: inner segment, OS: outer
segment. Scale bar: 20 µm.

After the dissociation protocol was optimized, I developed a way to identify
individual cone subtypes. Dissociated cone photoreceptors of the thirteen-lined
ground squirrel retina have a very distinct morphology and are therefore easy to
identify. However, cone subtypes were not morphologically distinguishable. In
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contrast to mice, no genetically altered reporter squirrels were available. Inspired
by ideas from Christian Puller (Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg) and Juan
Angueyra (NEI/NIH), I used an antibody that specifically targeted the N-terminus
of S-opsin. Since opsins are transmembrane proteins, parts of the protein, like the
N-terminus, are located on the extracellular surface within the disk-like structures
of the outer segment. Therefore, the antibody should be able to reach the antigen in
live tissue.

First, I tried this method on a non-dissociated retina sample. Figure 15 (a) shows a
live flat-mounted piece of a retina (that has not been fixed or permeabilized) after
antibody treatment (goat-anti-S-opsin and Alexa 488-anti-goat). I observed a
distinct staining pattern, similar to S-opsin staining in fixed tissue (figure 7b). I
concluded that the S-opsin-staining of live cells worked.
To label single cells, I modified my dissociation protocol. I first treated the retina
with papain to digest intercellular connections, but I did not triturate the tissue
immediately. This allowed me to replace the cell medium by carefully using a
pipette. I wanted to avoid multiple centrifugation steps that would be necessary if I
had dissociated cells at this point. Centrifugal forces might stress the cells and
change their morphology. After washing the sample by replacing the papain
solution multiple times with fresh cell medium, I incubated it with the primary and
secondary antibody. After this, I triturated the pre-digested tissue and evaluated the
labeling.
Figure 15 (b, c) shows the antibody-treated cells with transmitted light (b) and at
470 nm excitation (c). This example shows one S-opsin-positive cell (arrowhead)
and two photoreceptors that were not labeled (arrows), putative M-cones. This
method allowed me to separately collect S- and M-cones samples for RNAsequencing.
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Figure 15 Live labeling of S-cone photoreceptors. Live, non-permeabilized,
non-fixed ground squirrel retina was incubated with primary goat-anti-Sopsin antibody and secondary green-fluorescent anti-goat antibody. a
Labeling of S-opsin (green) in flat mount retina shows a pattern of S-cones.
b, c Dissociated retinal neurons after antibody treatment under transmitted
light b) and excitatory light c) conditions. One S-opsin-positive cell
(arrowhead) was detected and manually collected. Unlabeled cells with cone
morphology (arrow) were most likely M-cones.

3.2.2 Single cell RNA-sequencing
To collect S- and M-cones for the transcriptome analysis, I used my previously
described live-labeling method. The dish that contained the cells was placed on an
inverted microscope with fluorescence illumination. I picked the cells manually by
using a glass pipette that was connected to a micromanipulator. For each sample, I
pooled 16-20 cells of one cone subtype. I picked cells from a total of 13 adult ground
squirrels. During the summer, I collected five S-cone and three M-cone samples
from awake ground squirrels. In the winter months, I collected two S-cone and three
M-cone samples from squirrels that were hibernating. Subsequently, I extracted and
processed the RNA to prepare the sequencing library.
In short, samples were lysed and double strand cDNA was synthesized using the
SMARTer cDNA synthesis kit that was optimized for low input amounts of RNA.
After PCR amplification of the cDNA, I had to ensure that the original RNA was
not degraded by ribonucleases (RNases). The quality of each sample was tested on
a 2100 Bioanalyzer. The samples were treated with fluorescent dye that can be
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detected by the device. The device electrophoretically separated the fragments and
measured the retention time. A size-standard allowed me to determine the length (in
base pairs; bp) of my fragments. As an example, five samples are shown in figure
16. The analysis showed that my samples were in a size-range of 700 – 10,000 bp.
The average mRNA length in mammals is 2,200 bp (Griffiths et al., 2005). The
assay confirmed that I successfully extracted and amplified the mRNA molecules,
since no degradation was observed.

Figure 16 Quality analysis (I) of single cell samples (electropherogram).
After first-strand synthesis and cDNA-amplification of each RNA extract,
samples were analyzed for fragment size and amount of DNA. The device
measures the amount of DNA (in fluorescence units (FU)) over the retention
time (s). The ladder allows the determination of fragment sizes. Shown are
five examples and the bp-ladder. Fragment sizes in all samples were in the
range of 700 – 10,000 bp.
Fragment-size of each ladder-peak: 1) 35 bp, 2) 50 bp, 3) 100 bp, 4) 140 bp,
5) 200 bp, 6) 300 bp. 7) 400 bp. 8) 500 bp, 9) 600 bp, 10) 700 bp, 11) 1000
bp, 12) 2000 bp, 13) 3000 bp, 14) 7000 bp, 14) 10,380 bp.

Before the final library synthesis, the cDNA had to be fragmented by sonication to
get an average length of 300 bp per fragment. This was to ensure that sequencing
reads would not be limited to the 5’- and 3’-ends of each mRNA transcript. The
samples were analyzed again to check for successful fragmentation (figure 17). All
samples were in the range of 200 – 2,000 bp.
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Figure 17 Quality analysis (II) of single cell samples after fragmentation
(electropherogram). Before the final library synthesis, the sample had to be
fragmented to an average length of 300 bp. This is to ensure that sequencing
reads would not be limited to the 5’- and 3’-ends of each mRNA transcript.
The samples were analyzed again to check for successful fragmentation. All
samples were in the range of 200 – 2,000 bp.
Fragment-size of each ladder-peak: 1) 35 bp, 2) 50 bp, 3) 100 bp, 4) 140 bp,
5) 200 bp, 6) 300 bp. 7) 400 bp. 8) 500 bp, 9) 600 bp, 10) 700 bp, 11) 1000
bp, 12) 2000 bp, 13) 3000 bp, 14) 7000 bp, 14) 10,380 bp.
After this, each sample received its unique molecular barcode (a sequence of six bp)
and the sequencing adapters, followed by PCR amplification. The sample
concentrations were measured (Qubit fluorescence assay) and equimolarly pooled.
I sequenced my cone library on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform. The device was
operated by the NIDDK Genomics Core (NIH).

3.2.3 RNA-seq: Phototransduction genes in S- and M-cones
I analyzed the reads with RNA-STAR, HTseq and DESeq2 (for R) on the NIH
Biowulf2 supercomputer. In short, each 50 bp read was aligned to the genome file
of the thirteen-lined ground squirrel and the genes were identified using the gene
annotation file of the squirrel. Then, the total number of counts per gene per sample
was determined and statistically analyzed.
I detected reads from a total of 10,160 different genes that were present in at least
one of the samples (out of 13). Out of those, 9,415 genes were found in at least six
or more of my samples. In figure 18, I am showing an overview of all genes that
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were detected, sorted by the number of counts (x-axis). The position on the y-axis
(log fold change) indicates an enrichment in M-cones (high values) or in S-cones
(low values). We can see that most of these genes -represented by dots- were
expressed at similar levels in both cone types. The position of S- and M-opsin
(black, respectively grey circle) in their respective quadrants agree with my
expectations and show a successful separation of both cone types during sample
collection.

Figure 18 Differential gene expression in S- and M-cones. Negative log fold
change values below the grey line represent S-cone enriched genes, positive
numbers above the line represent M-cone enriched genes. 10,160 different
genes were detected in at least one of the samples, 9,415 genes were found
in at least six or more samples. The position of S- and M-opsin (black,
respectively grey circle) in their respective quadrants agree with the
expectations and show a successful separation of these cone types during
sample collection.

First, I checked my sequencing data for signs of rod contamination. For this, I
extracted the average expression values of known rod-markers in my samples (table
1). The rod-specific rhodopsin (Rho) was detected in both cone types at low levels
(117.06 reads in S- and 138.13 in M-cones), whereas other rod-specific genes like
rhodopsin kinase (Grk1), rod transducinα (Gnat1) and the rod-inducing transcription
factor Nrl showed negligible read numbers. This implied I had no or close to no
contamination by rods.
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Table 1 Mean reads for rod and cone genes in M- and S-cone samples
Counts (mean)
Gene
Rho (rhodopsin)

S-cone samples

M-cone samples

117.06 ±264.71

138.13 ±317.38

Nrl

0.00 ±0.00

12.35 ±30.25

Gnat1 (rod transducinα)

0.00 ±0.00

0.06 ±0.14

Grk1 (rhodopsin kinase)

0.00 ±0.00

0.00 ±0.00

24219.91 ±11400.27

10.27 ±5.63

44.74 ±53.03

2606.54 ±711.94

Gnat2 (cone transducinα)

2953.34 ±2016.39

5057.80 ±2489.38

Grk7 (receptor kinase 7)

1514.72 ±840.61

1644.50 ±399.63

Opn1sw (S-opsin)
Opm1mw (M-opsin)

To further verify the consistency of my data, I analyzed the expression of the opsins
and known cone genes that I would expect to find in both subtypes (figure 19). I
found that the number of reads for S-opsin (Opn1sw) was much higher in S-cone
samples compared to M-cone samples (24,220 reads vs. 10 reads on average). The
opposite was found for M-opsin (Opn1mw), which was highly enriched in M-cones
(2,607 vs. 45 in S-cones). To compare genes that both cone types should have in
common, I looked at genes that are involved in cone phototransduction: conetransducinα (Gnat2), receptor kinase 7 (Grk7), GCAP1 (Guca1a) and the conespecific CNG-channel subunits (Cnga3, Cngb3). Except for cngb3, which showed
slightly elevated reads in S-cones, all genes were expressed at similar levels.
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Figure 19 Commonly expressed genes in both cone types. S- and M-opsin were
enriched in their respective dataset. Known markers for both cone types,
namely cone transducinα (Gnat2), receptor kinase 7 (Grk7), guanylate cyclase
activating protein 1 (Guca1a) and the CNG-channel subunits α3 and β3 (Cnga3,
Cngb3), had similar expression values in both cone types.

3.2.4 Differentially expressed genes in S- and M-cones
After I confirmed reliable read numbers of general cone phototransduction genes, I
wanted to focus on differentially expressed genes in the different cone subtypes.
The analysis was done using DESeq2 for R, a tool that can estimate the variancemean dependence in count data from RNA-seq experiments and test for differential
expression based on a model using the negative binomial distribution (Love et al.,
2014).
Including S- and M-opsin, my differential expression analysis showed a total of 34
genes significantly (Padj<0.05) enriched in S-cones and 14 genes significantly
enriched in M-cones. Table 2 and table 3 provide an overview of those genes, sorted
by difference (“log2fold change”). Smaller numbers in Table 2 indicate a higher
number of counts in S-cone samples, whereas larger numbers indicate more reads
in M-cone samples.
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Table 2 List of S-cone enriched genes. RNA-seq results based on mRNA
expression in seven S-cone and six M-cone samples.

S-cone genes
Gene

Description

Opn1sw

opsin 1 (cone pigments),
short-wave-sensitive

Ccdc136

log2Fold
Change

padj

Counts (mean) in
S-cone samples

Counts (mean) in
M-cone samples

-10.15

7.97E-204

24219.91

±11400.27

10.27

±5.63

coiled-coil domain
containing 136

-9.58

1.10E-142

9348.85

±3901.57

9.74

±12.83

Nrxn3

neurexin III

-9.42

3.56E-104

2486.05

±1265.18

0.77

±0.54

Calu

calumenin

-6.88

5.74E-124

58027.24

±11017.21

379.52

±167.75

Sag

S-antigen, rod arrestin

-4.42

6.85E-12

68019.29

±25157.49

841.98

±1380.65

Snx7

sorting nexin 7

-3.56

3.13E-06

100.69

±57.66

1.29

±2.11

Flna

filamin, alpha

-3.23

8.23E-05

184.05

±166.83

3.10

±3.57

Ell2

elongation factor RNA
polymerase II 2

-3.03

1.35E-05

563.19

±390.37

35.48

±28.62

Phldb1

pleckstrin homology like
domain, family B,
member 1

-2.80

3.35E-03

48.70

±60.68

0.09

±0.21

Anks1b

ankyrin repeat and sterile
alpha motif domain
containing 1B

-2.75

5.31E-03

130.60

±120.53

0.10

±0.25

Cadm1

cell adhesion molecule 1

-2.55

7.56E-03

198.48

±191.99

11.40

±19.95

LOC106
145164

uncharacterized
LOC106145164

-2.44

2.33E-02

99.95

±44.19

4.63

±5.29

Bicd1

bicaudal D homolog 1

-2.41

2.73E-02

193.42

±156.44

7.43

±12.39

Cpne3

copine III

-2.38

2.19E-02

242.72

±159.09

16.05

±17.14

Lnp1

leukemia NUP98 fusion
partner 1

-2.38

1.78E-02

955.97

±586.60

76.71

±100.64

LOC101
956933

uncharacterized
LOC101956933

-2.19

2.81E-02

402.15

±188.64

48.67

±50.40

Gnb2

guanine nucleotide
binding protein (G
protein), beta 2

-2.18

1.78E-02

105.39

±48.74

15.66

±13.55

Acbd6

acyl-Coenzyme A
binding domain
containing 6

-1.80

2.97E-03

381.29

±115.51

91.31

±50.55

Atg7

autophagy related 7

-1.70

1.73E-02

523.49

±181.72

138.85

±103.07

Spag9

sperm associated antigen
9

-1.41

3.19E-02

1010.37

±508.57

347.84

±192.69

LOC101
975357

histone H2B type 1

-1.31

1.63E-04

1761.88

±649.18

685.71

±117.78

Pet100

PET100 homolog

-1.24

6.49E-03

371.78

±99.33

143.87

±41.79
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Table 3 List of M-cone enriched genes. RNA-seq results based on mRNA
expression in seven S-cone and six M-cone samples.

M-cone genes
log2Fold
Change

padj

Counts (mean) in
S-cone samples

Counts (mean) in
M-cone samples

Gene

Description

Chst3

carbohydrate
(chondroitin 6/keratan)
sulfotransferase 3

5.66

5.15E-20

0.24

±0.33

245.19

±148.35

Tjp2

tight junction protein 2

4.55

1.37E-10

0.22

±0.30

228.19

±202.87

Opn1mw

medium-wave-sensitive
opsin 1-like

4.50

1.67E-13

44.74

±53.03

2606.54

±711.94

Tex28

testis expressed 28

4.34

1.63E-09

7.30

±17.94

1626.75

±495.15

Arntl2

aryl hydrocarbon
receptor nuclear
translocator-like 2

4.26

5.16E-09

0.10

±0.19

156.28

±136.01

Isl2

insulin related protein 2
(islet 2)

3.95

1.88E-07

0.00

±0.00

98.98

±61.20

Shkbp1

Sh3kbp1 binding
protein 1

3.54

1.19E-05

0.30

±0.52

85.64

±58.72

Rapgef5

Rap guanine nucleotide
exchange factor (GEF)
5

3.46

1.59E-05

3.32

±6.03

183.97

±194.94

Ephx1

epoxide hydrolase 1,
microsomal

3.39

4.73E-05

0.37

±0.84

115.05

±78.95

CUNH6
orf132

chromosome unknown
C6orf132 homolog

3.27

8.23E-05

0.46

±0.61

59.67

±67.65

Rassf4

Ras association
(RalGDS/AF-6)
domain family member
4

3.06

7.29E-04

0.05

±0.13

170.41

±180.32

Bco1

beta-carotene
oxygenase 1

2.87

1.87E-03

8.03

±13.68

267.42

±128.69

Ankrd33

ankyrin repeat domain
33

2.77

6.21E-05

104.42

±90.07

1193.02

±549.04

Acvrl1

activin A receptor, type
II-like 1

2.72

6.07E-03

1.40

Oat

ornithine
aminotransferase

2.66

3.46E-05

193.64

±181.81

1822.90

±832.62

CUNH1
orf226

chromosome unknown
C1orf226 homolog

2.64

4.62E-03

14.54

±23.83

215.93

±222.62

Cables2

CDK5 and Abl enzyme
substrate 2

2.51

1.89E-02

0.96

±2.01

104.44

±111.19

Kcnj14

potassium inwardlyrectifying channel,
subfamily J, member 14

2.51

1.87E-02

0.00

±0.00

169.77

±139.74

Glt1d1

glycosyltransferase 1
domain containing 1

2.38

2.62E-03

88.35

±63.64

717.13

±459.84

Inca1

inhibitor of CDK,
cyclin A1 interacting
protein 1

2.33

4.12E-02

0.19

±0.51

69.18

±63.87

±3.70

98.02

±92.42
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Crmp1

collapsin response
mediator protein 1

2.31

4.98E-02

5.41

±9.10

161.37

±66.03

Itgb5

integrin beta 5

2.30

3.19E-02

19.25

±39.00

255.55

±177.90

Sipa1l1

signal-induced
proliferation-associated
1 like 1

2.29

3.19E-02

6.70

±7.14

98.84

±90.42

Slc25a25

solute carrier family 25
(mitochondrial carrier,
phosphate carrier),
member 25

2.12

3.19E-02

31.14

±36.44

243.60

±160.91

Nxn

nucleoredoxin

2.09

1.86E-02

42.24

±39.04

279.21

±246.70

Gtf3c1

general transcription
factor III C 1

1.73

2.73E-02

90.79

±61.59

373.45

±122.86

Gabarapl
1

gamma-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) A
receptor-associated
protein-like 1

1.59

3.35E-03

110.94

±60.45

359.92

±162.59

Pitpnb

phosphatidylinositol
transfer protein, beta

1.59

3.19E-02

146.97

±79.96

516.48

±219.48

Fkbp4

FK506 binding protein
4

1.57

3.89E-02

140.90

±44.81

492.62

±357.05

Psmd11

proteasome (prosome,
macropain) 26S
subunit, non-ATPase,
11

1.49

7.85E-03

208.82

±88.23

635.12

±278.07

Sgk1

serum/glucocorticoid
regulated kinase 1

1.43

1.75E-02

501.57

±248.34

1498.69

±586.96

Ckb

creatine kinase, brain

1.17

2.69E-03

18701.22

±6343.74

43698.70

±12809.95

Prnp

prion protein

1.09

2.81E-02

2030.25

±911.35

4539.32

±1052.81

Guk1

guanylate kinase 1

0.55

2.73E-02

10680.18

±965.25

15736.68

±2559.87

The differential gene expression analysis detected opn1sw (S-opsin) as the top gene
in S-cones. The second-most expressed S-cone gene was Ccdc136 (coiled coil
domain containing 136). The gene has previously been described as novel marker
for S-opsin-positive cells in mice (Smiley et al., 2016).
Calu (calumenin) is a Ca2+-binding EF-hand protein and is thought to play a role in
protein folding and sorting. However, close examination showed that this gene was
a false-positive result. A closer look at the reads that were aligned to this locus,
revealed that those reads most likely belonged to opn1sw. On the genome, those
two genes are located next to each other (more details are provided in the
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supplement, 6.1; this was also true for an M-cone enriched gene that is localized
next to opn1mw (M-opsin). Opn1mw-reads were falsely aligned to Tex28).
Sag encodes the protein rod arrestin, an important member of the rod
phototransduction cascade. Rod arrestin in S-cones has been reported before
(Müller et al., 1989; Craft et al., 2014). Nevertheless, it is still generally considered
to be a rod gene (Lamb, 2013) which made this finding surprising (continued in
section 3.2.5.).
Cpne3 (copine 3) is a member of Ca2+-binding proteins that translocate from the
cytoplasm into the membrane at high Ca2+-concentrations (Perestenko et al., 2010).
Because they also have a domain for protein-protein interactions, they may target
other proteins to the membrane. Interestingly, other members of this protein family
are specifically expressed in other retinal cell types. Copine 9 has been reported as
a new marker for S-cone bipolar cells (Shekhar et al., 2016). Their function is not
known yet.
Gnb2 is a G-proteinβ subunit. In cones, Gnb3 is thought to be the transducinβ
subunit in the phototransduction cascade (Lamb, 2013). To investigate if there could
be a difference between S- and M-cones, I also looked at the expression values of
Gnb3. Gnb3 is highly expressed in both S- and M-cones, so that seemed unlikely.
However, in 1992, Peng and colleagues immunolabeled primate retina with
antibodies against different β-subunits. They found Gnb2 in amacrine cells and in
the OPL.
Interestingly, a group of genes found in this dataset shared a common characteristic.
Spag9, Ccdc136, Atg7 and Cadm1 are all expressed in testes or spermatozoa
(Jagadishet al., 2005; Geng et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014; Surace et al., 2006).
Some of these are associated with infertility of male mice.

In addition, I found three genes that could play a role in synapse formation in Scones: Nrxn3, Flna and Cadm1. These discoveries were especially interesting
considering the specific S-cone bipolar cell synapse.
▪

Nrxn3 is a member of the neurexin family of cell-adhesion molecules.
Studies showed that neurexins are expressed in presynaptic terminals and
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they form trans-synaptic complexes with members of the neuroligin family
(Ichtchenko et al., 1995). Early studies suggested they could play a role in
synapse formation (Dean et al., 2003). Later, the group around Südhof
demonstrated that Neurexin is rather required to enhance signaling at the
synapse and to keep it functional (Südhof, 2008).
▪

Flna has been reported to play a role in axon guidance of UV-sensitive
photoceptors in Drosophila (Oliva et al., 2015).

▪

The deletion of Cadm1 in a mouse model resulted in processes of horizontal
cells sprouting into the ONL (Ribic et al., 2014).

Because of these reports I decided to take a closer look at Flna and Cadm1 (see
sections 3.2.6 and 3.2.7).
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3.2.5 Rod arrestin is highly expressed in S-cones
One of the genes enriched in S-cones was rod arrestin (Sag; 68,019 reads in S-cones
vs. 841 reads in M-cones), a typical rod marker. To verify this result, I labelled
ground squirrel retina with rod arrestin antibody and co-stained with anti-rhodopsin
and anti-S-opsin to identify rods and S-cones (figure 20). As predicted by the RNAseq data, I found strong localization of rod arrestin (green) in S-opsin-positive cells
(blue). As expected, rhodopsin-positive cells (magenta) were also immunoreactive
for rod arrestin. The protein was not detected in M-cones, which are the most
common type of photoreceptors in the squirrel retina (~ 80 %). This result was
important because it confirmed my mRNA-based prediction on protein-level. Craft
et al. (2014) and Müller et al. (1989) reported a similar staining in monkey and tree
shrew retinas. However, the function of rod arrestin in S-cone photoreceptors is not
entirely understood yet.

Figure 20 Expression of rod arrestin in rod and S-cone photoreceptors of
the ground squirrel at different magnifications. Based on the high RNA
expression values of rod arrestin (sag) in S-cones, a flat-mounted ground
squirrel retina was stained with anti-rod arrestin (green), rhodopsin
(magenta) and S-opsin (blue). Co-labeling of rod arrestin and S-opsin
confirmed my RNA-seq findings on protein level. Scale bars: 20 μm.
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3.2.6 Filamin A expression in the ground squirrel retina
According to my RNA-seq, data, filamin A (Flna) was highly enriched in S-cones.
I chose to further investigate this gene because it could potentially play a role in Scone synapse formation based on these previous findings: Filamin A is an actinbinding protein. It helps to form cell-cell contacts in the cardiovascular system in
mice (Feng et al., 2006) and regulates axon regeneration (Cho et al., 2015). Most
interestingly, it is involved in axon guidance of the UV-sensitive R7-cell in
Drosophila (Oliva et al., 2015).
To test the prediction, I investigated its expression on protein level. Figure 21 shows
a tissue section of the ground squirrel after immunostaining with filamin A (green),
S-opsin (blue), and rhodopsin (magenta).
Filamin A signals were observed in the OPL, OLM and in putative blood vessels of
the ground squirrel. No cell bodies were labeled and there was no co-localization
with rhodopsin or S-opsin, so I could not determine in which cells filamin A was
expressed. However, comparing the filamin A-signal in the OPL to that of the nuclei
(panel b), it seemed to be closer localized towards the INL. It is possible that the
observed puncta arose from dendrites of horizontal cells or bipolar cells.

Figure 21 Filamin A expression in the ground squirrel retina. The RNA-seq
analysis predicted differential expression of filamin A in S-cones. a A tissue
section was stained with antibodies against filamin A (green), S-opsin (blue),
and rhodopsin (magenta). Filamin A labeled the OPL and blood vessels in the
inner retina. A faint signal was detected in the OLM b Filamin A staining
(green) and nuclei (DAPI, blue) in the same section. Close localization of
filamin A to nuclei of the INL could indicate expression in horizontal cells or
bipolar cells. Scale bar: 20 µm.
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3.2.7 Cadm1 expression in the ground squirrel
Cadm1 (cell adhesion molecule 1) was predicted to be differentially expressed in Scones (198 reads in S-cones compared to 11 reads in M-cones). This transmembrane
protein was especially interesting because it plays a role in synapse formation in the
brain (Biederer et al., 2002) and in the outer plexiform layer of the retina. In a
previous KO-mouse study, the authors observed dendrites of horizontal cells that
sprouted into the outer nuclear layer (Ribic et al., 2014).
To evaluate the protein expression of Cadm1 I stained retinal sections and flatmounted tissue of the ground squirrel (figure 22). I detected distinct Cadm1-puncta
(green) in the outer and inner segments of S-opsin- (blue) and rhodopsin-positive
photoreceptors (panels a-d). Although the signal in those segments looked highly
distinct, it was also detected in presumably all cell bodies of the retina. The
plexiform layers were not labeled (panels e-f).
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Figure 22 Cadm1 expression in the ground squirrel retina. Tissue was
stained with antibodies against Cadm1 (green), S-opsin (blue) and rhodopsin
(magenta). Distinct Cadm1-puncta were detected in inner and outer
segments of S-cones (arrows) and rods (arrowheads). A signal in cell bodies
was detected in all nuclear layers and the GCL. a-b Photoreceptors (section;
(a) merged, (b) Cadm1 only). c-d Photoreceptor outer segments (flat-mount;
(c) merged, (d) Cadm1 only) e-f All layers at low magnification (section; (e)
merged, (f) Cadm1 only. Scale bars a-d:5 µm, e-f: 20 µm
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3.3 AAV mediated GFP-expression in the ground squirrel
The comparison of the M- and S-cone transcriptome identified differentially
expressed genes for which we do not know what function they may have in these
cells. Genetic tools that allow the overexpression or a knockdown of an unknown
gene in vivo, could help to identify the function. Therefore, I tested the adenoassociated virus (AAV)-mediated delivery of a reporter vector in the ground
squirrel. I used AAV serotypes 2 and 8 in different animals. AVV8 has previously
been reported to efficiently transduce mouse photoreceptors (Allocca et al., 2007).
The AAVs for this experiment were kindly provided by Zhijian Wu (Ocular Gene
Therapy Core, NEI/NIH). Tantai Zhao, a surgeon in Dr. Wei Li’s laboratory
(NEI/NIH), performed the injections (subretinal and intravitreal). All plasmids
contained eGFP (enhanced green fluorescent protein) under control of the
ubiquitous CMV promoter to test which cells I could transduce with these serotypes.
I harvested, fixed and cryosectioned the retinae six weeks after injection.

Figure 23 shows selected cells that expressed GFP after the intravitreal injection of
AAV2. No antibodies were used, the signal (green) originated from the expressed
GFP. The density of transduced cells was sparse, but it was observed in a variety of
retinal cells. I found putative horizontal cells (panel a), Müller cells (b),
photoreceptors (c), bipolar cells (d) and ganglion cells (e).
AAV2 could successfully be used to transduce cells in the ground squirrel retina.
However, to achieve cell specificity, a cell type-specific promoter would be deemed
necessary, since this serotype did not show a preference for specific cell types.
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Figure 23 AAV2-mediated GFP-expression in cells of the ground squirrel retina
(cryosections). An adeno-associated virus, serotype 2, with CMV-GFP was
intravitreally injected in one eye of a ground squirrel. The virus transduced
different cell types: a Putative horizontal cells. b Müller cell. c Photoreceptors.
d Bipolar cells. e Ganglion cells (flat mount). Scale bars: 20 µm.
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Figure 24 shows a cryosection of a retina after subretinal injection of AAV8. I found
a strong signal in the photoreceptor layer, close to the site of injection. Other layers
were not labeled. The results indicated that the subretinal injection of serotype 8
could be used as a tool to specifically target photoreceptor cells.

Figure 24 AAV8-mediated GFP-expression in ground squirrel
photoreceptors. An adeno-associated virus, serotype 8, with CMV-GFP was
subretinally injected in one eye of a ground squirrel. Left: retinal section
shows GFP-expression in the photoreceptor layer around the site of
injection. GFP was not detected in any other layer. Right: a magnified view
on the photoreceptor layer shows GFP-signals throughout individual
photoreceptor cells. Scale bar: 20 µm

3.4 Targeting rod photoreceptors for genetic profiling
The S-cone has been described as the default photoreceptor in the retina (Swaroop
et al., 2010). When rod- or M-cone-fate are not induced, the photoreceptor will
become an S-cone. For rods, it is mainly the expression of the transcription factor
Nrl that determines its fate. In my RNA-seq experiment that determined molecular
differences in cone photoreceptors, I observed a high expression of rod arrestin in
rods and S-cones, but not in M-cones. This might also be true for Cadm1, which
showed distinct puncta in S-cones and rods, but not in M-cones. It could be possible
that rods share more genes with S-cones than we previously thought. To examine
this hypothesis, I planned to examine the genetic profile of ground squirrel rods
through RNA-sequencing.
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3.4.1 Use of the human GRK1-promoter to target rods
First, I needed to develop a way to label rods. I tried live-labeling rods using the
same protocol I used to label S-cone photoreceptors (figure 15), but with an
antibody directed against rhodopsin. When I looked at the dissociated and stained
single cells, I did not detect any signals (not shown). This supported the
presumption, that my protocol only works for epitopes that are on the surface of the
cell. Rods, as we know, have an outer membrane, that completely encloses the
rhodopsin-containing disks. Since it was necessary to keep the cells in a healthy
state for the RNA-extraction, I could not use detergents to permeabilize the cells.
Based on my previous experience with AAV-mediated GFP transduction (section
3.3), I used an AAV-delivered vector expressing GFP under the control of the rodspecific promoter of human GRK1 (rhodopsin kinase). A comparable construct has
been shown to successfully lead to GFP-expression in mouse photoreceptors (Khani
et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2017). In contrast to mouse, rhodopsin kinase expression in
the ground squirrel is restricted to rods. This is supported by my RNA-seq data
(table 1) and by biochemical assays that studied the opsin-phosphorylation after
Grk7 (cone opsin kinase)- inhibition (Liu et al., 2005).

I kindly received the packaged virus from Zhijian Wu (Ocular Gene Therapy Core,
NEI/NIH). Tantai Zhao, a surgeon in Dr. Wei Li’s laboratory (NEI/NIH),
subretinally injected the AAV in one animal. After six weeks, I dissected the retina.
I quickly identified the area penetrated by the injection needle and confirmed
fluorescence signals around this site using a fluorescence microscope. I excised this
part and dissociated the cells. I collected and pooled 20 GFP-positive cells (figure
25). The sample was subjected to RNA-sequencing as described (methods, 2.2.5).
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Figure 25 Dissociated cells from a ground squirrel retina six weeks after
subretinal injection of an adeno-associated virus, serotype 8 (AAV8),
containing GFP under control of the human GRK1 promoter. The goal was
to label and isolate rod photoreceptors. The left image shows the combined
DIC (differential interference contrast)- and fluorescence (470 nm
excitation) view. The right image shows the same sector, but under 470 nm
light only. No antibodies were used. I detected GFP-expression in a subset
of dissociated cells. Scale bar 20 µm.

3.4.2 RNA-seq results of GRK1-GFP positive photoreceptors
To analyze the new sample, I compared it with three of my previously collected Scone samples. All samples that were used for this analysis were taken from awake
ground squirrels.
The analysis of the data showed zero reads for Grk1 (rhodopsin kinase). I made the
same observation for other rod-specific genes: the reads for Rho (rhodopsin) and
Gnat1 (rod transducin) were also low or zero (table 4). At the same time, the reads
for cone genes were unexpectedly high. I found high expression of Gnat2 (cone
transducin) and Grk7 (cone opsin kinase). To further identify the subtype, I looked
at the expression of S- and M-cone markers. I found low expression of the S-conespecific genes Opn1sw (S-opsin) and Sag (rod arrestin). Instead I observed high
expression of M-opsin. To further examine if there were more M-cone-specific
genes, I compared the new sample to the most differentially expressed M-cone
genes that I identified in section 3.2.4. (table 3). Among others, I found high
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expression values for Tjp2 (tight junction protein 2) and Arntl2 (aryl hydrocarbon
receptor nuclear translocator-like 2), two of the highest differentially expressed
genes in M-cones.
I concluded that my approach to identify rods by using human GRK1-controlled
GFP-expression did not work. Instead, this approach targeted M-cone
photoreceptors. Possible reasons are discussed in section 4.4.

Table 4 Gene expression in Grk1-GFP+ cells. An AAV8 reporter vector was used
to identify and sequence rod photoreceptors in the ground squirrel. The vector
contained GFP under the control of the human GRK1 promoter. I did not observe
an enrichment of rod-specific genes (Rho, Gnat1, Grk1). Instead, counts for known
M-cone genes were high. The analysis of the labeled cells, compared to S- and Mcones from the previous RNA-seq experiment, suggested that I collected M-cones.
Gene expression in Grk1-GFP+ cells
Gene

Description

S-cones

Grk1-GFP+ cells*

Rho

Rhodopsin

Opn1sw

S-opsin

58191.05 ±28692.65

133.82

Opn1mw

M-opsin

80.58 ±61.62

6938.58

Sag

Rod arrestin

Gnat1

36.38 ±62.41

1.33

154909.00 ±65079.27

21.30

Rod transducin

0.00 ±0.00

0.67

Gnat2

Cone transducin

7349.63 ±6177.38

Grk1

Rhodopsin kinase

0.00 ±0.00

Grk7

Cone opsin kinase

3652.62 ±2213.21

3874.74

Arntl2

aryl hydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator-like 2

0.30 ±0.53

315.57

Tjp2

Tight junction protein 2

0.53 ±0.48

369.50

*Standard deviations for this condition are not available because only one

Grk1-GFP+-sample

25637.87
0.00

was tested
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3.5 Transcriptomic changes in photoreceptors of the
hibernating squirrel
Ground squirrels hibernate during the winter. The retina and the photoreceptors
undergo changes during that time: synaptic ribbons are much smaller or detached,
the number of synaptic vesicles is decreased, the outer of segments are shortened
and number and size of the ellipsoid mitochondria is reduced (Kuwabara, 1975;
Gruber et al., 200, Mehta et al, 2013; Merriman et al., 2016). I wanted to investigate
how these changes are reflected on the transcriptomic level.
I analyzed the raw data files that I obtained for the S- vs. M-cone study, since
photoreceptors were collected during all seasons. For this experiment, cones were
grouped in two conditions: awake (8 samples) or hibernating (5 samples). In figure
26 I am showing an overview of all expressed genes that were detected. Genes were
sorted by the number of counts (x-axis). The position on the y-axis indicates high
expression in hibernating animals (positive numbers) or in awake animals (negative
numbers). The majority of genes seemed to be equally expressed in both conditions.
I found 48 genes to be significantly (padj < 0.05) differentially expressed.

.
Figure 26 Differential gene expression in hibernating and awake cone
photoreceptors of the ground squirrel. Each dot represents one gene. Genes
with a positive log fold change-value are upregulated during hibernation,
whereas negative values show genes upregulated during the awake state.
Genes are sorted by their mean abundance (measured in counts, x-axis).
Samples were collected from eight awake and five hibernating ground
squirrels. For each sample, 16 – 20 cones were combined.
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First, I looked at changes in the expression of phototransduction genes. I expected
changes in these genes because of the altered morphology of outer segments in
hibernating animals. Since I combined S- and M-cone samples, I included only
genes that all cone subtypes have in common (figure 27). None of the analyzed
genes, which include Gnat2, Guca1a, Guca1c, Cnga3, Cngb3, Grk7 and Pde6h,
showed a significant difference in expression between the conditions. This indicated
normal expression of phototransduction genes.

17500
Awake

Hibernating

Cnga3

Cngb3

15000

Counts (mean)

12500
10000
7500
5000
2500
0
Gnat2

Guca1a*

Guca1c

Grk7

Pde6h

Figure 27 Phototransduction genes in cone photoreceptors of the awake and
the hibernating ground squirrel. Amounts are displayed in counts (mean of
all samples per condition). Hibernation did not show significant effects on
expression of phototransduction genes. Gnat2: cone transducin, Guca1a:
GCAP1, Guca1c: GCAP3, Cnga3: cone CNG-channel subunit α3, Cngb3:
CNG-channel subunit β3, Grk7: receptor kinase 7, Pde6h: cone PDE γsubunit. *Guca1a values were scaled to 10% to fit the diagram.

After examining components of cone phototransduction, I focused on genes that
were differentially expressed (table 5 and table 6). A few of them have functions in
metabolism, e.g., Ldha, Eno1 and Pdk4. This reflected changes in physiology
during hibernation (van Breukelen, 2015). Furthermore, I screened the list for genes
that were functionally related to outer segments and synaptic terminals. The goal
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was to find genes that could explain the cone physiology during hibernation. I
identified three genes that fit this description:

One of the most downregulated genes during hibernation was Slitrk3 (Slit and
NTRK-like family member 3). The protein has been described as a postsynaptic
adhesion-molecule that regulates the development of inhibitory synapses. Mice with
a Slitrk3-deletion showed a smaller number of inhibitory synapses in hippocampal
C1 neurons (Takahashi et al., 2012).
I also found Ctnnd1 (catenin δ1) to be downregulated in the hibernating animal. In
neurons, it has been located at growth cones and in postsynaptic terminals. Its
expression in pre-synaptic terminals is unclear. It has been reported to be involved
in the regulation of synaptic density, architecture, plasticity and function (Yuan et
al., 2017).
Among the genes that were upregulated during hibernation, I detected Pebp1 (or
Rkip: Raf-1 kinase inhibitory protein). This protein is located in the cilium of
photoreceptors. A study by Murga-Zamalloa et al. (2011) showed that it interacts
with Cep290, a protein that modulates cilium formation. In their experiments on
zebrafish, an accumulation of Pebp1 resulted in perturbed photoreceptor outer
segment development.
Possible effects of the up- or downregulation of these genes in the context of
hibernation are discussed in section 4.5.
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Table 5 Upregulated genes in photoreceptors of the hibernating squirrel

Upregulated genes in the hibernating squirrel
log2Fold
Change

Padj

Counts (mean) in
awake samples

Counts (mean) in
hibernating samples

Gene

Description

Dedd

death effector domaincontaining

3.68

8.45E-06

4.04

±5.23

172.96

±74.34

Znf10

NA

3.37

4.63E-04

0.00

±0.00

113.11

±89.81

Adssl1

adenylosuccinate synthetase
like 1

2.85

7.42E-03

3.03

±8.37

160.82

±181.72

Csdc2

cold shock domain containing
C2, RNA binding

2.19

4.28E-02

42.15

±43.72

333.77

±120.28

Mapk9

mitogen-activated protein
kinase 9

2.07

2.36E-02

45.19

±30.13

282.79

±240.49

Smg9

smg-9 homolog, nonsense
mediated mRNA decay factor
(C. elegans)

1.99

4.60E-02

41.24

±27.26

250.43

±175.24

LOC1019
60640

HLA class I histocompatibility
antigen, B-40 alpha chain-like

1.78

1.91E-02

239.58

±190.72

992.20

±378.45

Tubgcp2

tubulin, gamma complex
associated protein 2

1.76

2.73E-02

77.59

±43.22

317.95

±182.01

Rragd

Ras-related GTP binding D

1.58

1.35E-03

168.32

±76.15

563.70

±97.58

Pebp1

phosphatidylethanolamine
binding protein 1

1.56

1.69E-02

443.35

±205.91

1458.52

±307.13

Sod2

superoxide dismutase 2,
mitochondrial

1.46

3.04E-02

373.61

±244.44

1114.76

±240.31

Ldha

lactate dehydrogenase A

1.44

3.43E-03

1228.83

±489.57

3572.99

±1550.01

LOC1019
58317

phytanoyl-CoA dioxygenase,
peroxisomal

1.44

2.34E-03

160.13

±50.15

454.54

±46.30

Ap1s1

adaptor protein complex AP-1,
sigma 1

1.41

3.44E-02

612.75

±297.78

1800.29

±977.83

Eno1

enolase 1, alpha non-neuron

1.23

1.45E-02

2129.76

±834.45

5283.61

±1787.17

Actb

actin, beta

1.19

8.24E-03

1917.90

±621.53

4550.91

±1705.94

Tpi1

triosephosphate isomerase 1

1.05

1.35E-02

1322.76

±355.03

2808.91

±846.57

Atp5b

ATP synthase, H+ transporting
mitochondrial F1 complex,
beta subunit

1.04

3.79E-02

3460.23

±1218.99

7405.55

±1920.40

Prcd

NA

1.00

5.58E-04

1049.74

±192.44

2151.11

±456.44

LOC1019
69296

chromosome unknown
C11orf58 homolog

0.90

3.94E-02

1592.15

±518.08

3032.84

±320.49

Oaz1

ornithine decarboxylase
antizyme 1

0.90

1.35E-03

4456.48

±856.87

8393.27

±1525.99

H3f3b

H3 histone, family 3B

0.84

9.09E-03

5237.36

±1310.20

9499.05

±1044.16

Atp5a1

ATP synthase, H+
transporting, mitochondrial F1
complex, alpha subunit 1

0.75

3.17E-02

3824.17

±716.68

6513.31

±1443.84

Gapdh

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase

0.74

1.23E-02

5979.85

±1171.97

10059.11

±1500.55
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Table 6 Upregulated genes in photoreceptors of the awake squirrel.

Upregulated genes in the awake squirrel
log2Fold
Change

Padj

Counts (mean) in
awake samples

Counts (mean) in
hibernating samples

Gene

Description

Pdk4

pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase,
isoenzyme 4

-3.32

3.22E-04

372.53

±216.07

4.02

±5.16

LOC1019
64088

WD repeat and coiled coil
containing (Wdcp)

-2.83

7.42E-03

119.12

±159.27

0.86

±1.21

Slitrk3

SLIT and NTRK-like family,
member 3

-2.80

8.24E-03

64.12

±56.52

0.18

±0.27

Ctnnd1

catenin (cadherin associated
protein), delta 1

-2.60

8.24E-03

240.46

±179.68

15.78

±21.48

Per1

period circadian clock 1

-2.53

2.70E-02

89.21

±92.31

0.54

±1.08

Bcl6

B cell leukemia/lymphoma 6

-2.52

2.24E-02

125.99

±111.06

5.13

±4.66

P3h3

prolyl 3-hydroxylase 3

-2.43

2.70E-02

327.76

±328.62

19.44

±29.31

Grb7

growth factor receptor bound
protein 7

-2.28

1.45E-02

296.53

±287.95

36.34

±30.51

Ptar1

protein prenyltransferase alpha
subunit repeat containing 1

-2.27

1.91E-02

297.91

±161.82

35.48

±42.87

Mex3c

mex3 RNA binding family
member C

-2.16

4.89E-02

164.80

±98.63

18.96

±26.12

Vps13b

vacuolar protein sorting 13B
(yeast)

-2.03

3.46E-05

455.66

±126.45

99.29

±58.73

Clk1

CDC-like kinase 1

-1.83

2.18E-02

884.43

±452.32

199.46

±109.49

Timm10b

translocase of inner
mitochondrial membrane 10B

-1.71

1.21E-03

289.41

±86.62

80.08

±34.17

Plekhf2

pleckstrin homology domain
containing, family F (with
FYVE domain) member 2

-1.68

4.17E-02

1008.01

±570.06

260.32

±74.07

Abcb1

ATP binding cassette
subfamily B member 1

-1.65

2.34E-03

1118.73

±538.75

321.38

±83.46

LOC1019
62669

chromosome unknown
C21orf91 homolog
(CUNH21orf91)

-1.59

1.06E-02

2183.11

±671.63

647.47

±448.06

Psme4

proteasome (prosome,
macropain) activator subunit 4

-1.57

7.07E-03

968.73

±445.80

297.85

±99.16

Pnrc1

proline-rich nuclear receptor
coactivator 1

-1.56

1.69E-02

525.81

±230.33

158.68

±79.29

LOC1061
45000

small EDRK-rich factor 1

-1.49

2.30E-02

510.03

±189.00

162.69

±87.51

Mllt6

myeloid/lymphoid or mixedlineage leukemia; translocated
to, 6

-1.42

2.18E-02

609.27

±300.39

208.75

±78.61

G0s2

G0/G1 switch gene 2

-1.41

3.22E-04

5240.90

±1660.42

1886.47

±499.31

Btbd3

BTB (POZ) domain containing
3

-1.34

8.45E-06

3970.41

±1014.21

1528.09

±263.04

Cpsf6

cleavage and polyadenylation
specific factor 6

-1.28

2.64E-02

1543.38

±593.55

595.67

±253.38
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LOC1019
71023

uncharacterized
LOC101971023

-1.25

4.70E-02

336.63

±126.58

134.43

±43.65
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4.1 Development of the tree shrew retina

4.1.1 Morphology of the developing tree shrew retina
In this work, I investigated the development of the retina of the tree shrew, a diurnal
mammal with cone-dominated vision. I explored morphological and transcriptomic
changes at different embryonic and postnatal stages.
The development of the mouse retina, which is rod-dominated, has been described
before and the general progression in both animals was comparable. Birthdating
studies of retinal neurons in mouse have shown that ganglion cells, amacrine cells,
horizontal cells and cones are generated during the embryonic stages, whereas
bipolar and Müller cells follow after birth. Rods are generated both pre- and
postnatally (Cepko et al., 1996).

Sharma et al. did a comparable morphological study of the mouse retina in 2003. At
E18.5, recoverin staining of the mouse retina resembled my findings at E30 in tree
shrew. The authors observed a patchy staining pattern of cells in the distal-most
layer of the neuroblastic layer. At birth, they saw recoverin-positive fibers extending
far into the neuroblastic layer. It has been reported that in ferrets, the photoreceptors
extend their processes into the inner plexiform layer (IPL) at P1. Later during
development, they form contacts within both ChAT-positive laminae of the IPL,
before they eventually retract and contact bipolar cells (Johnson et al., 1999). I did
not make this observation in tree shrew; neither the recoverin- (figure 9), nor the
opsin-antibodies (figure 10) labeled processes that extended beyond the forming
outer plexiform layer. It is unclear, whether this a specific characteristic of the tree
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shrew, or if I was unable to visualize these contacts. Further confirmation would be
required.
Looking at the other end of the photoreceptor, my opsin-antibodies gave further
insights into outer segment development. In 1989, Foelix et al. studied the postnatal
development of tree shrew photoreceptors using electron microscopy. There, they
saw first signs of outer segments (OS) between P6 and P9. They described “small
elongated evagination[s] representing the future OS”. My findings support this
observation: as early as P6, all opsins in figure 11 were highly concentrated at the
tip of the photoreceptor inner segments, which could hint to outer segment
development. However, the first disk-like structures Foelix et al. found, appeared at
P10.

In addition to recoverin, I also labeled the sections with PKCα-antibody to detect
bipolar cells during development. Compared to a study by Haverkamp et al. (2000)
in mouse, my PKCα-antibody labeled a different subset of bipolar cells. Their
antibody labeled exclusively rod bipolar cells and a layer close to the inner border
of the IPL. My results were more similar to their PKCβ stainings which labeled at
least three types of bipolar cells in mouse. It is possible that my α-antibody stained
the β-isoform, they are 80 % identical in tree shrew (sequences were aligned with
the NCBI blast suite). On the other hand, the expression of PKCα in tree shrew may
be different than in mouse. In primate, PKCα stains also DB4 cone bipolar cells
(Grünert et al., (1994). In human, S-cone bipolar cells are also PKCα-positive (Kolb
et al., 1993). The signal at the inner border of the IPL in my sample could be an
indicator for this type, because S-cone bipolar cells laminate in this position. For
further clarification, additional cell markers would need to be tested. At least in
primate, an antibody against a precursor of cholecystokinin (G6-gly), specifically
labels S-cone bipolar cells and dendrites of midget ON bipolar cells (Wässle et al.,
1994).

The final antibody I used was against ChAT (choline acetyltransferase), which
labeled subsets of amacrine and ganglion cells. Kim et al. (2000) investigated
ChAT-immunoreactive cells in the developing rat retina. They first detected
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positive cells at E17, located in the zone between the neuroblastic layer and the
future ganglion cell layer (GCL). This agreed with my findings at E40 (compare
figure 10). Three days later (rat E20), they located ChAT-immunoreactive cells
exclusively in the GCL, which was comparable to tree shrew P0. ChAT-bands
appeared at P3 in rat and P6 in tree shrew. At this stage, I also observed ChATsignals in the photoreceptor layer. In rat, immunoreactivity was detected in the outer
plexiform layer (OPL). This has been shown to originate from horizontal cells (Kim
et al., 1998). The ChAT-expression in the tree shrew has been described before
(Knabe et al., 2007). In that study, ChAT-expression could be detected as early as
P1 in the OPL and at the top of the photoreceptor layer. In all described studies, the
signal in the outer retina vanished or became very faint during later development.
At this point, only the OPL-staining is consistent (in addition to the well-known
expression in amacrine cells). It is not clear, whether ChAT is truly expressed in
tree shrew photoreceptors or if it was a cross-reaction of the antibody. I should test
additional antibodies, directed against different epitopes of ChAT, before making
conclusions about possible implications this would have for tree shrew
photoreceptors.

4.1.2 Transcription factors in photoreceptor development
In addition to my morphological studies, I collected RNA-seq data from tree shrew
retinas at different stages of development. The analysis showed that my samples
were well-separated in an unsupervised MDS-plot, which sorted all samples based
on similarity. The clustering of the samples indicated that my transcriptomic data
could reflect the developmental progression of the retina.

At first, I evaluated the expression of the three opsin genes. S-opsin and Rhodopsin
showed the earliest onset in tree shrew, with S-opsin showing a slightly higher
expression after birth. In mouse, there was a much earlier expression of S-opsin
(before birth) and a much longer delay before rhodopsin expression began.
Interestingly, the transcription factors Otx2, Nrl, Rorβ and Nr2e3 peaked much
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earlier in tree shrew compared to mouse. Maybe S-cone and rod genesis in tree
shrew happens earlier but they require more time to maturate (relative to birth).

M-opsin was, as expected (Swaroop et al., 2010), the last opsin to be expressed. On
RNA-level, I detected a mild onset at P6. This was interesting when compared to
my immunohistochemical data. The M-opsin staining in figure 10 was already very
strong at this time point. Trβ2 is the key factor for M-cone development and its
importance has been described by Ng et al. in 2001. Trβ2 and a different splice
isoform, Trβ1, are encoded by the gene Thrb. In my data, I observed two waves of
Thrb expression in both mouse and tree shrew. At the first stages, the expression
values were very high, before they declined and peaked a second time, days after
birth. Ng et al. (2009) developed a Trβ2-specific antibody for mouse tissue, which
labeled only developing M-cones. In their paper, they described the two waves of
Trβ2-expression in Western blots and immunohistochemical stainings. The authors
observed the first peak between E15 and E18, followed by the second peak after
P10. This correlates with my RNA-seq findings in mouse. The first wave appeared
at the stage when cones are generated in mice. Ng et al. hypothesized this could be
necessary to prime cones for the later expression of opsins. The second, postnatal
wave correlates with the onset of M-opsin expression (compare figure 12), which
indicates that the fate of these cells has been decided at this point.

4.1.3 Differentially expressed genes in retinal tree shrew
development
In the next part I explored genes that showed a highly significant change in
expression after birth. The goal was to identify new genes that might be important
during retinal development.
Most of the genes which were downregulated after birth, have various functions in
the cell cycle. Upregulated genes included cone phototransduction genes, e.g.,
Pde6c, Pde6h, Opn1sw and Opn1mw. Furthermore, I found a number of known
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transcription factors, e.g., Foxn4, which is involved in the differentiation of
amacrine and horizontal cells. Other upregulated genes were known genes involved
in synaptic processes, which indicated formation of synaptic connections at that
time point.

The most interesting find was Wif1, because it had been described as a regulator of
rod production (Hunter et al., 2004). Wif1 is expressed in the ONL, INL, GCL and
the extracellular matrix (ECM) of human retina (Yang et al., 2008) and in the ECM,
OPL, INL and GCL in mouse. Hang et al. demonstrated in their paper, that it
regulates the production of rod photoreceptors. In one experiment, the authors
dissociated mouse retinae and incubated the cells with recombinant Wif1 or Wif1
antibody. After the incubation, they labeled the cells with rhodopsin antibodies and
counted the number of rods. They found that Wif1 reduced the number of rods,
whereas Wif1-antibody, which they used to inhibit Wif1 activity, upregulated the
rod production. In the developing mouse retina, Wif1 expression was detected at
very low levels throughout all time points. In the tree shrew RNA-seq data, the
expression of Wif1 correlated with the onset of M-opsin expression. It could be that
Wif1 suppresses rod production in the tree shrew after P9, which could lead to the
observed cone-dominance in this animal. Tree shrews have a rod density of 500–
3,500 rods/mm2. In mice, the density is 437,000 rods/mm2. In contrast, cone
densities are 14,300-35,300 cones/mm2 in tree shrews and 12,100 cones/mm2 in
mice (Petry et al., 1993; Ortín-Martínez et al., 2014). So the largest difference
between these animals is the rod abundance, whereas the cone density is similar.
Maybe the suppression of rod genesis is a key factor in determining the rod- or conedominance of the retina.
Unfortunately, the authors of the Wif1 study did not test the effect on cone
photoreceptors. This should be the next step to explore its function. In further
studies, it would be interesting to create a Wif1 knockout or knockdown (using
CRISPR/Cas9, shRNA or morpholinos) in a cone-dominated retina. If Wif1 plays
the assumed role, I would expect to see a larger number of rods in these animals.
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4.2 Genetic profiling cone photoreceptor subtypes
In this part, I investigated differences in gene expression of M- and S-cone
photoreceptors in the cone-dominated retina of the thirteen-lined ground squirrel.
Despite their similar morphology and function, as well as their same set of
phototransduction proteins, I hypothesized that there could be more differences
between those cells. In mammals, the blue pathway is different compared with the
green pathway (Haverkamp et al., 2005; Chen and Li, 2012). This allows processing
of different color information through the retina before integration and further
processing in ganglion cells, which send the information to the higher visual cortex.
Therefore, both cone types form different synaptic connections potentially regulated
by a different subset of genes.
First, I demonstrated that labeling live cells is a powerful tool to purify specific cells
in suspension. I developed a method to label and manually collect live S-cones, a
relatively rare cell type in the ground squirrel retina (~6% of photoreceptors; Kryger
et al., 1998; Sajdak et al., 2016). The goal was to identify an extracellular target, in
this case S-opsin, to which an antibody could bind in a live, unperforated cell. This
method eliminates the need to create a transgenic reporter animal, which therefore
saves time, resources and avoids possible off-target effects caused by genetic
modifications. Most importantly, the use of this method is not limited to cone
photoreceptors. Potentially, any cell with a cell type-specific antigen on its surface
could be targeted for downstream applications that require live cells.

My gene expression analysis revealed numerous genes that are either uniquely
expressed or highly differentially expressed in one of the two cone types. These
findings suggested that S- and M-cones do have their own molecular identity,
although the majority of expressed genes are the same (figure 18). This was
expected because they are highly related and, e.g., have been shown to use the same
set of genes for phototransduction (Lamb, 2007 & 2013). As a tool to verify the
expression of highly interesting genes I chose immunohistochemistry. This would
add a much higher level of confidence in their expression, since it would prove
actual protein expression. I found this approach more valuable than in situ
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hybridizations which would only provide a second confirmation for RNA
expression.

Ccdc136
According to the RNA-seq experiment, this gene is highly enriched in S-cone
photoreceptors. Its function is not known, but previous studies have found a high
expression of Ccdc136 in mouse testes (Geng et al., 2016). The authors performed
Western blots on many different tissues (heart, lung, kidney, spleen, liver,
epididymis, bladder, brain), but only testes were positive. They did not test the
retina. In the KO-mouse, all males were infertile.
Very recently, a different publication introduced Ccdc136 as novel marker for Scones and mixed M/S-cones that co-express both opsins (Smiley et al., 2016). In
this study, the authors generated a Ccdc136-GFP reporter line. Rods and “true” Mcones were not or only weakly labeled in this mouse, whereas S- and M/S-cones
showed strong GFP-expression.
Mixed cones are thought to be M-cones (that additionally express S-opsin), because
they do not contact the S-cone specific bipolar cell (Haverkamp et al., 2005). The
findings suggested that Ccdc136 may not be a marker for “true” S-cones in mice,
but it may be coupled to S-opsin expression. However, this publication supported
my RNA-seq results, as it confirmed an S-cone specific, or at least S-opsin-coupled,
gene which I identified in my data.

Cadm1
Cadm1 (cell adhesion molecule 1) was predicted to be expressed in S-cones,
although the overall number of reads was low: 198 reads in S-cones compared to 11
reads in M-cones. This gene was discovered independently by many groups of
different fields. This is reflected in the many names the molecule was given:
immunoglobulin superfamily 4 (IGSF4), tumor-suppressor in lung cancer-1
(TSLC1), RA175, synapse cell adhesion molecule-1 (SynCAM1), spermatogenic
immunoglobulin, Superfamily (SgIGSF) and nectin-like molecule-2 (Necl-2)
(Shingai et al., 2003). Since 2008, its official name is adhesion molecule-1 (Cadm1).
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Cadm1 plays a role in synapse formation in the brain (Biederer et al., 2002). In
2014, Ribic et al. studied its function in the retina of a Cadm1-KO-mouse. They
found that horizontal cells sprouted into the outer nuclear layer. This result
suggested that Cadm1 is important for synapse formation in the retina.
My RNA-seq data suggested an S-cone specific role for Cadm1. The antibodystaining showed mixed results (figure 22). All cell bodies of the retina were labeled.
It is not clear if this was a cross-reaction, because rods and S-cones showed a very
different signal. Distinct puncta of Cadm1 were observed in the inner and outer
segments of these cells. If this was true, it would still be puzzling. Based on its
projected role in synapse formation, I would have expected labeling of the outer
plexiform layer. Ribic et al. (2014) immunolabeled the retina of a mouse. Their
antibody detected Cadm1 in all nuclear and plexiform layers, and only a very sparse
labeling of inner and outer segments.
I suggest to specifically test if the wiring of S-cones is affected. Alterations in Scone to S-cone bipolar cell synapses may have been overlooked in Ribic’s study,
since S-cone bipolar cells account only for 1-2% of all mouse bipolar cells
(Haverkamp et al., 2005). To investigate this synapse, the Cadm1-KO mouse (Ribic
et al., 2014) should be crossed with the Clomeleon-mouse, that expresses a
fluorescent label in S-cone bipolar cells (Haverkamp et al., 2005). This would allow
to assess possible changes in synapse formation by evaluating the co-localization of
S-cone pedicles and S-cone bipolar cell dendrites (compare section 1.6).

Filamin A (Flna)
In my RNA-seq analysis, Flna was identified to be highly expressed in S-cones.
When I immunolabeled ground squirrel tissue for filamin A, I observed a clear
pattern of antibody signals in the outer plexiform layer and in blood vessels (figure
21). The protein has been described to help forming cell-cell contacts in the
cardiovascular system in mice (Feng et al., 2006), which explains the signal in blood
vessels. Most interestingly, in Drosophila, filamin A is involved in axon guidance
of the UV-specific R7 photoreceptor (Oliva et al., 2015). In a knockdown-model,
axons of this cell extended beyond their usual target layer. This finding could hint
to a conserved function of this protein. Based on the signal I saw in the OPL of the
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ground squirrel, it was not possible to identify which cells express the protein. Its
location close to the INL could hint to an expression in horizontal cells or bipolar
cells. Although its cell type-specificity in the ground squirrel could not be confirmed
yet, its specific location in the OPL makes this still a highly interesting target for
future studies.

Rod arrestin (Sag)
Rod arrestin is an important protein in the termination and recovery phase of the rod
phototransduction cascade

(Lamb,

2013).

After the

activation

of the

phototransduction cascade through light, CNG-channels close (see section 1.2) and
the influx of Ca2+ and Na+ is stopped. The intracellular Ca2+-concentration drops
because of the continued activity of the Na+/Ca2+, K+ exchanger. The lowered Ca2+concentration leads to dissociation of Ca2+ from the calcium sensor protein
recoverin, thus causing conformational changes in this protein which is inhibiting
the rhodopsin kinase in the dark state. Because of the conformational changes,
recoverin dissociates from rhodopsin kinase and lifts its inhibition. The kinase is
then active and phosphorylates activated rhodopsin. Rod arrestin binds to
phosphorylated rhodopsin and temporarily “arrests” it by covering the binding site
for transducin. This prevents the immediate re-activation of the phototransduction
cascade by rhodopsin.
In my RNA-seq results, rod arrestin was one of the most differentially expressed
genes. It was predicted to be S-cone specific. Immunostaining of ground squirrel
retina confirmed these results. Inner and outer segments showed a strong signal
(figure 20). Expression of this protein in S-cones of different species has been
reported before. In 2014, Craft et al. showed rod arrestin in S-cones of macaque,
chimpanzee and marmoset (figure 28). What became obvious in their studies is that,
in addition, cone arrestin showed a less intense staining in S-cones compared to Mcones. A possibly related side-effect could be seen in Li Jia’s S-cone bipolar cell
connectivity study in mice (section 1.6). In figure 8, we could see a clear reduction
of cone arrestin in all cones pedicles of mice with a Thrb-deletion (Thrb is important
for M-cone differentiation). Taken together, it could mean that the expression of
cone arrestin is biased towards M-cones, with a lower expression in S-cones.
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Figure 28 Primate and human retina sections stained for rod and cone
arrestin. a Cone arrestin (7G6, red) in the periphery of a human retina. b Sopsin staining in the same section seen in (a). The cone-arrestin staining in
the outer segment of the S-cone looked more faint compared to surrounding
M&L-cones. c, d Cone arrestin (L1F, green) and S-opsin (OS2, red) staining
in the macaque central retina. Cone arrestin staining looked also more faint
in S-cone outer segments in this animal. e, f Rod arrestin (D9, red) and Sopsin (Sop, green) in the chimpanzee retina. In addition to the surrounding
rods (R), the S-cone was also positive for rod arrestin. g Rod arrestin (C10,
green) and S-opsin (OS2, red) in the marmoset retina (foveal edge). All Sopsin-positive cells were also labeled for rod arrestin. h Rod arrestin (C10,
green) in the macaque retina. Both S-cone (C) outer segments (arrow) and
rod (R) outer segments (asterisk) were rod arrestin-positive, as well as the
cell bodies and the Fiber of Henle (FH, arrowhead).
Antibodies: 7G6: human cone arrestin hArr4; L1F: human cone arrestin
CARR-LUMIf; D9: rod arrestin Arr1; C10: rod arrestin C10C10; Sop: Sopsin; OS2: S-opsin.
From: Craft et al. (2014). Reprint permission for use in this thesis was
obtained from the publisher.
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An interesting experiment would be to measure light-responses in S-cones that lack
rod- and/or cone arrestin. This could determine if their roles are interchangeable in
the squirrel and if they have additional functions. A comparable experiment was
performed in mice (Brown et al., 2010). After 15 minutes of steady background
illumination, rod-arrestin-KO mice showed a smaller b-wave amplitude in photopic
ERG measurements. The cone arrestin-KO showed a response similar to wild type
mice. In cone flicker response, only double-KO mice showed a decrease in their
response. In addition to these results, they found that rod-arrestin-KO mice suffer
from light-independent cone dystrophy. Taken together, this suggests that rod
arrestin has an important role for cones in mice. But this raises a different question:
ground squirrels do not express rod arrestin in M-cones. How is this compatible
with Brown et al.’s findings? To answer this question, it would be necessary to
repeat this study in the ground squirrel. Methods on how to achieve genetically
altered ground squirrels are discussed in section 4.3.

4.3 AAV mediated GFP-expression in the ground squirrel
Here, I explored tools to enable genetic modifications in the ground squirrel retina.
Both adeno-associated virus serotypes (AAV2 and 8) proved to successfully
transduce retinal cells as demonstrated by the expression of GFP. For my cone
project, AAV8 was especially valuable, because its subretinal injection specifically
targeted photoreceptors. Further experiments would be required to develop
strategies to target individual photoreceptor types. This could be achieved by
identifying promoter regions of cell type-specific genes.
Besides for the delivery of a GFP reporter protein, the AAV system could be used
for the delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 to photoreceptors (Yu et al., 2017). In the recent
years, CRSIPR/Cas9 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic
Repeats/Cas9) has been identified as a powerful tool for genome editing with
relatively low effort (Jinek et al., 2012; Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al., 2013; Jinek et
al., 2013). To knockdown the expression of a gene in the squirrel, an AAV vector
containing the sequences for the endonuclease Cas9 and a gene-specific guide RNA
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(gRNA) would be required. The gRNA must contain a sequence of approx. 20 bp
that is homologous to the target gene. Cas9 and the gRNA form a complex in the
cell, and when the gRNA anneals to the target, Cas9 cuts the DNA-strand at a nearby
PAM sequence (e.g. 5′-NGG-3′ for Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9). Errors in the
repair mechanisms of a cell could result in deletions or insertions that lead to a
frameshift or a premature stop codon, thus preventing the cell from expressing the
functional protein.
Functional analysis in animal models has yet to confirm the exact role of the genes
I identified in my RNA-seq experiment. Applying the CRISPR/Casp system would
allow me to perform functional studies in the ground squirrel or the tree shrew,
animals which previously had only a limited set of genetic tools available compared
to mice or zebrafish (Kardash, 2017).

4.4 Targeting rod photoreceptors for genetic profiling
In my RNA-seq experiment that determined differences in cone photoreceptors, I
observed a high expression of rod arrestin in S-cones. I hypothesized that rods may
share more genes with S-cones than we previously thought (section 1.4). I tried to
identify rods by using human GRK1 promoter-controlled GFP-expression in rods.
My results revealed that the cells I collected did not express any rod genes, instead
I found high expression of M-cone specific genes. I concluded that I collected Mcones instead of rods.
It is possible that the human GRK1 promoter might be closer related to the squirrel
Grk7 promoter (cone-specific) than to the squirrel Grk1 promoter (rod-specific).
But in this case I would have expected that S-cones would be labeled as well. My
data suggested that the sample did not contain significant amounts of S-cone
specific RNA. However, this can be explained by the M- to S-cone ratio. If both
cone types would express the same label, the likelihood to collect an M-cone would
be much higher because of the lower abundance of S-cones (6%) compared to Mcones (80%). To investigate if S-cones were labeled as well, I could use an S-opsin-
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antibody to co-stain these cells. A different option would be to avoid pooling cells,
and instead collecting and sequencing true single cells.

I further wanted to investigate and compare the promoter regions of Grk1 and 7 in
human and squirrel. I compared the regions upstream of the transcription start site
(TSS) of human GRK1, human GRK7, squirrel Grk1 and squirrel Grk7. The
promoter sequence I used for the vector has been described (Yu et al., 2017; suppl.
6.2.2) and starts 112 bp before the TSS and ends 180 bp after the TSS of human
GRK1. I aligned the sequences of all Grk genes (+/- 300 bp of their respective TSS)
with the NCBI alignment tool (blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). No significant similarities
were found.
A different way to identify the promoter regions would be to find so-called CpG
islands, areas with a high frequency of the 5’-CG-3’-sequence. Approximately 70%
of gene promoters in human are associated with a CpG island (Saxony et al., 2006).
I analyzed my genes of interest using the UCSC Genome Browser (Kent et al.,
2002). There were no CpG islands in the regions 10 kb upstream of the transcription
start sites of these genes.
To conclude, I have no evidence that supports my hypothesis that the GFPexpression was under the control of the Grk7 promoter instead of the Grk1 promoter
in the ground squirrel. Since the human GRK1 promoter was not sufficient in
targeting rods, and the CpG analysis for Grk1 was negative, the squirrel Grk1
promoter would need to be identified experimentally. I could clone and replace the
human GRK1 promoter sequence with the upstream region of squirrel Grk1 or other
rod-specific genes, e.g., Gnat1 (rod transducin) or Rho (rhodopsin) and monitor the
expression of GFP.
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4.5 Effects of hibernation on the transcriptome of squirrel
photoreceptors
The retina of the ground squirrel is subject to different morphological and
physiological changes during hibernation. Reports described dramatically smaller
or detached ribbons, shortened outer segments, a reduced number of synaptic
vesicles, and a reduced number and size of ellipsoid mitochondria (Kuwabara, 1975;
Gruber et al., 2006, Mehta et al, 2013; Merriman et al., 2016). To study the genetic
mechanisms behind these adaptive changes, I analyzed the single cell photoreceptor
data regarding effects of hibernation. I compared the expression of
phototransduction genes in both conditions. I did not find a significant difference in
any of these genes, despite the changed morphology of outer segments. These
findings agreed with electrophysical recordings in retinal samples from hibernating
animals: the cone membrane resting potential was unchanged, and they generally
show light responses after a short period of warming (Mehta et al., 2013; personal
communication by Juan Angueyra, NEI/NIH). On the other hand, the smaller or
detached ribbons in hibernating animals are reflected by a reduced frequency of
mlEPSCs (miniature-like evoked postsynaptic currents) in recordings from
postsynaptic OFF cone bipolar cells (Mehta et al., 2013).
Other genes I detected could be related to the observed changes in morphology
during hibernation. I identified two genes that encode synaptic proteins, Slitrk3 and
Ctnnd1 (Takahashi et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2017). Both are downregulated during
hibernation. They may not be associated with changes in the ribbon structure, but
they could hint to additional changes in photoreceptor synapses that have not been
discovered yet.
A highly upregulated gene during hibernation was Pebp1. Overexpression of this
gene has been reported to lead to abnormalities in outer segment development. In a
recent study with zebrafish that overexpressed Pebp1, outer segments appeared
dramatically smaller compared to wild type zebrafish (Murga-Zamalloa et al.,
2011). This phenotype could correspond to the observed changes in outer segment
length in the hibernating squirrel (Kuwabara, 1975; Gruber et al., 2006). Further
studies would be required to determine its function in the squirrel outer segments.
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4.6 Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, I investigated characteristics of cone-dominated retinae and the
genetic profile of cone photoreceptor subtypes. In tree shrew, I described
morphological and transcriptomic changes during development. Compared to mice,
the general morphology of the developing retina was similar. There were subtle
differences in the onset of transcription factors and in the relative timepoints of
photoreceptor genesis. In the transcriptomic analysis, I identified the expression of
the gene Wif1 that may suppress rod development shortly after birth of the tree
shrew. Future studies should examine if the deletion of this gene could lead to a
higher abundance of rods in a cone-dominated animal. At the same time, a
transgenic mouse that overexpresses Wif1 should be examined, to test how a roddominated retina would be affected.
Furthermore, I investigated differences in gene expression of M- and S-cone
photoreceptors in the ground squirrel. My gene expression analysis revealed
numerous genes that were highly differentially expressed. The findings suggested
that S- and M-cones do have their own molecular identity. I confirmed that rod
arrestin was highly expressed in S-cones of the ground squirrel. Questions arose
whether it is part of the phototransduction cascade in S-cones or if it has a different
function. Studies in mouse revealed a high importance of rod arrestin-expression
for cone survival (Brown et al., 2010). It would be interesting to study the effects
of a rod arrestin-knockdown on cones in the ground squirrel
I identified two molecules, that could be involved in the specific formation of Scones synapses. Filamin A, which was highly S-cone-specific in the transcriptome
data, was confirmed to be exclusively expressed in the outer plexiform layer of the
retina. Taken together with its known axon guidance role in other model organisms
(Oliva et al., 2015), it would be a highly interesting candidate for knockdown
studies in the squirrel. The second gene with a role in synapse formation was the
cell adhesion molecule Cadm1. I suggest additional studies on the function of this
gene in mice. An existing Cadm1-KO mouse (Ribic et al., 2014) could be crossed
with an S-cone bipolar cell reporter mouse to identify changes at the synapse.
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4 Discussion
Furthermore, I reported a successful GFP-expression after delivery via AVV8.
Further experiments are required to identify cell-specific promoters. I was unable
to use the human GRK1-promoter to label rods in the squirrel retina for RNA-seq
studies. In the future, an AAV could be used to deliver CRISPR/Cas9-constructs for
gene-knockdowns in the squirrel. This would allow to functionally study genes that
I described in this thesis.
At last, I analyzed differences in mRNA expression in photoreceptors of the
hibernating ground squirrel. I concluded that the expression of phototransduction
genes was not affected by hibernation, despite the known morphological changes in
outer segments of hibernating animals (Merriman et al., 2016). However, I
identified differentially expressed genes that may play roles in the adaptive changes
of the photoreceptor outer segment and synapse during hibernation.
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6.1 False alignments (3.2.4)
Calu and Tex28, genes that seemed to be highly expressed in my database, were
identified as false-positives. By visualizing the individual reads of these genes, I
observed that these reads most likely belonged to S-opsin, respectively M-opsin.
Both 3’ ends of Calu and Tex28 overlap with one of the opsin genes on the genome.
The reads that were assigned to these genes only appeared in these overlapping
areas, no other exon was covered. A strong indication for the false assignment was
the shape of coverage in these areas (figure 29). The poly A-based enrichment
method that was used to generate cDNA has been reported to show a significant 3′
bias (Shanker et al., 2015). An additional factor are partially degraded mRNA
fragments. This means, the cDNA libraries are enriched for 3’-ends of each
transcript. When looking at the aligned reads, this looks like a wave-shaped
coverage, with the peak of the wave at the very end of the last exon of a given gene.
With this in mind, I can assign all reads in these overlapping areas to the opsin genes
and remove Calu and Tex28 from my list of genes. All genes at the top of my list
were manually checked to rule out other false alignments.

Figure 29 S-opsin and M-opsin reads aligned to the squirrel genome.
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6.2 AAV inserts
6.2.1 CMV-eGFP insert
CMV-eGFP (eGFP with an upstream CMV-promoter) sequence that was delivered
via AAV2 or AAV8. The AAV vectors and sequence information were kindly
provided by Zhijian Wu (NEI/NIH). Highlighted are the CMV-promoter and the
start codon of eGFP.
GGCCGCACGCGTGGAGCTAGTTATTAATAGTAATCAATTACGGGGTCATTAGTTCATAGC
CCATATATGGAGTTCCGCGTTACATAACTTACGGTAAATGGCCCGCCTGGCTGACCGCCC
AACGACCCCCGCCCATTGACGTCAATAATGACGTATGTTCCCATAGTAACGCCAATAGGG
ACTTTCCATTGACGTCAATGGGTGGAGTATTTACGGTAAACTGCCCACTTGGCAGTACAT
CAAGTGTATCATATGCCAAGTACGCCCCCTATTGACGTCAATGACGGTAAATGGCCCGCC
TGGCATTATGCCCAGTACATGACCTTATGGGACTTTCCTACTTGGCAGTACATCTAGTAT
TAGTCATCGCTATTACCATGGTGATGCGGTTTTGGCAGTACATCAATGGGCGTGGATAGC
GGTTTGACTCACGGGGATTTCCAAGTCTCCACCCCATTGACGTCAATGGGAGTTTGTTTT
GGCACCAAAATCAACGGGACTTTCCAAAATGTCGTAACAACTCCGCCCCATTGACGCAAA
TGGGCGGTAGGCGTGTACGGTGGGAGGTCTATATAAGCAGAGCTCGTTTAGTGAACCGTC
AGATCGCCTGGAGACGCCATCCACGCTGTTTTGACCTCCATAGAAGACACCGGGACCGAT
CCAGCCTCCGCGGCCGGGAACGGTGCATTGGAACGCGGATTCCCCGTGCCAAGAGTGACG
TAAGTACCGCCTATAGAGTCTATAGGCCCACCCCCTTGCTTTTATTTTTTGGTTGGGATA
AGGCTGGATTATTCTGAGTCCAAGCTAGGCCCTTTTGCTAATCATCTTCATACCTCTTAT
CTTCCTCCCACAGCTCCTGGGCAACGTGCTGGTCTGTGTGCTGGCCCATCACTTTGGCAA
AGAATTATCGATAGCCACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTGTTCACCGGGGTGGTGCC
CATCCTGGTCGAGCTGGACGGCGACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTCAGCGTGTCCGGCGAGGG
CGAGGGCGATGCCACCTACGGCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCATCTGCACCACCGGCAAGCT
GCCCGTGCCCTGGCCCACCCTCGTGACCACCCTGACCTACGGCGTGCAGTGCTTCAGCCG
CTACCCCGACCACATGAAGCAGCACGACTTCTTCAAGTCCGCCATGCCCGAAGGCTACGT
CCAGGAGCGCACCATCTTCTTCAAGGACGACGGCAACTACAAGACCCGCGCCGAGGTGAA
GTTCGAGGGCGACACCCTGGTGAACCGCATCGAGCTGAAGGGCATCGACTTCAAGGAGGA
CGGCAACATCCTGGGGCACAAGCTGGAGTACAACTACAACAGCCACAACGTCTATATCAT
GGCCGACAAGCAGAAGAACGGCATCAAGGTGAACTTCAAGATCCGCCACAACATCGAGGA
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CGGCAGCGTGCAGCTCGCCGACCACTACCAGCAGAACACCCCCATCGGCGACGGCCCCGT
GCTGCTGCCCGACAACCACTACCTGAGCACCCAGTCCGCCCTGAGCAAAGACCCCAACGA
GAAGCGCGATCACATGGTCCTGCTGGAGTTCGTGACCGCCGCCGGGATCACTCTCGGCAT
GGACGAGCTGTACAAGTAACTCGAGAGATCTAATCTCGCTTTCTTGCTGTCCAATTTCTA
TTAAAGGTTCCTTTGTTCCCTAAGTCCAACTACTAAACTGGGGGATATTATGAAGGGCCT
TGAGCATCTGGATTCTGCCTAATAAAAAACATTTATTTTCATTGCAATGATGTATTTAAA
TTATTTCTGAATATTTTACTAAAAAGGGAATGTGGGAGGTCAGTGCATTTAAAACATAAA
GAAAGTAGGG

6.2.2 RK-eGFP insert
RK-eGFP (Rhodopsin kinase-promoter and eGFP) sequence that was delivered via
AAV8. The AAV vector and sequence information were kindly provided by Zhijian
Wu (NEI/NIH). Highlighted are the RK-promoter and the start codon of eGFP.

GGCCGCTGGGCCCCAGAAGCCTGGTGGTTGTTTGTCCTTCTCAGGGGAAAAGTGAGGCGG
CCCCTTGGAGGAAGGGGCCGGGCAGAATGATCTAATCGGATTCCAAGCAGCTCAGGGGAT
TGTCTTTTTCTAGCACCTTCTTGCCACTCCTAAGCGTCCTCCGTGACCCCGGCTGGGATT
TAGCCTGGTGCTGTGTCAGCCCCGGGCTCCCAGGGGCTTCCCAGTGGTCCCCAGGAACCC
TCGACAGGGCCAGGGCGTCTCTCTCGTCCAGCAAGGGCAGGGACGGGCCACAGGCCAAGG
GCCGCGGCCGGGAACGGTGCATTGGAACGCGGATTCCCCGTGCCAAGAGTGACGTAAGTA
CCGCCTATAGAGTCTATAGGCCCACCCCCTTGCTTTTATTTTTTGGTTGGGATAAGGCTG
GATTATTCTGAGTCCAAGCTAGGCCCTTTTGCTAATCATCTTCATACCTCTTATCTTCCT
CCCACAGCTCCTGGGCAACGTGCTGGTCTGTGTGCTGGCCCATCACTTTGGCAAAGAATT
ATCGATAGCCACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTGTTCACCGGGGTGGTGCCCATCCT
GGTCGAGCTGGACGGCGACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTCAGCGTGTCCGGCGAGGGCGAGGG
CGATGCCACCTACGGCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCATCTGCACCACCGGCAAGCTGCCCGT
GCCCTGGCCCACCCTCGTGACCACCCTGACCTACGGCGTGCAGTGCTTCAGCCGCTACCC
CGACCACATGAAGCAGCACGACTTCTTCAAGTCCGCCATGCCCGAAGGCTACGTCCAGGA
GCGCACCATCTTCTTCAAGGACGACGGCAACTACAAGACCCGCGCCGAGGTGAAGTTCGA
GGGCGACACCCTGGTGAACCGCATCGAGCTGAAGGGCATCGACTTCAAGGAGGACGGCAA
CATCCTGGGGCACAAGCTGGAGTACAACTACAACAGCCACAACGTCTATATCATGGCCGA
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CAAGCAGAAGAACGGCATCAAGGTGAACTTCAAGATCCGCCACAACATCGAGGACGGCAG
CGTGCAGCTCGCCGACCACTACCAGCAGAACACCCCCATCGGCGACGGCCCCGTGCTGCT
GCCCGACAACCACTACCTGAGCACCCAGTCCGCCCTGAGCAAAGACCCCAACGAGAAGCG
CGATCACATGGTCCTGCTGGAGTTCGTGACCGCCGCCGGGATCACTCTCGGCATGGACGA
GCTGTACAAGTAACTCGAGAGATCTAATCTCGCTTTCTTGCTGTCCAATTTCTATTAAAG
GTTCCTTTGTTCCCTAAGTCCAACTACTAAACTGGGGGATATTATGAAGGGCCTTGAGCA
TCTGGATTCTGCCTAATAAAAAACATTTATTTTCATTGCAATGATGTATTTAAATTATTT
CTGAATATTTTACTAAAAAGGGAATGTGGGAGGTCAGTGCATTTAAAACATAAAGAAAGT
AGGGG
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